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Business without licenses to be fined

Occupational ordinance to be enforced
By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
Business establlidunents have
enW Oct. 31 to purchase new occupational licenies or be faced
with Miff fines following a move
Tuesday by the Calloway County
Fiscal Court.
Magistrates called for the enforcement of an ordinance which
necessitates the purchase of an occupational license anywhere in
Calloway County or the city of
Murray.
According to a spokesman for
the group, the licenses are to be
purchased normally by July 1 of
each year with a 10 percent penalty after Aug. 1. However, many
people are operating soft drink,
cigarette and ice cream machines
on expired permits.
The license also calls for

resiseraist and theatre owners to
pay a lee per seat and bilked halls

-'S.
The costs of the licenses are
$11.30 per machine per yeer for
tobacco venders and NM per
'machine per year for soft drink
and ice cream distributors
"It's not right for some people to
be purchasing these license each
year while others try to avoid it,"
Mated Dan Miller, magistrate
According to Calloway County
Clerk Marvin Harris. sales from
the licenses could generate some
$10,0118 operating capital to be
utilised by the county's general
fund.
It was pointed out by the cvurt
that although the person owning
the vending machine is responsible for the purchase of the occupational licenses, the establishment
owner is responsible for seeing the

Mosinee are paid ea On mehlia.
Calloway Omer UMW David
lisientine natal Illast laming
Tuesday's autherieelles by the
fiscal court. his depletenent
be wakiiing fur elleaden of the
antinomy 'Mises died will be
subject to the oast of the Brame. a
fine and court cest." he said.
The court remarked it was also
considering rewriting the ordinance to cover many of the now
video machines sometime in the
future
In other action, Phillip Rogers.
• homeowner in the northern portion of the county, appeared on
behalf of nurnerolis residents
seeking assistance in stopping the
traffic of several large grime
trucks on a 986-foot lane adjoggall
to his property.
The tnichs, which use the bow
between U.S. 1141 and Illetwey

lel as an Agrees sad egress le
11Filleb'e Send and Gravel. are nibled Is an aelemelk11,881 pnnd
lead basil on ceenty reeds. It was
sided
"Mare the. Sta. It'a a seed"
seeter I.um 'ikon said
'There ere eight children who by.
in MP lmmedisbi area, and we're
concerned about thew Judgelltasentive George Weaks
informed Rosen that diving a
led week with DoyenTranepertaties officiate In
Freekket tw was assured of
assistimme M constructing a ram
throughway to 841
It was podded out by the court
that shosld the trucks be
operating in violation al the
weight limit on county reeds they
maid be stepped by the stiertffs
depertmont and taken to a ~by
scale for vardkabon

ner=

Calloway committee to study RIF plan
By CHARLES HONEY
In response to the teachers'
association's second request for a
study of the matter, the Calloway
County School Board appointed a
committee Tuesday night to explore a reduction in force (RIF )
COMEDY OPENS TONIGHT — Lily (Sally Ann Buchanan, a
junks'from Louisville) gives a skeptical look to Oscar(Brad Willard,
a senior from Benton, Ill.) in a scene from "On The Twentieth CODtury," which opens tonight at the Johnson Theatre at Murray State
University. Performances of this musical comedy will be at p.m.
nightly except Friday, when the curtain goes up at 8:15 p.m. The play
ends Saturday. Tickets are still available by calling 762-8797. All
seats are $3.

Thus far, Calloway schools
haven't had to lay off any teachers
due to declining enrollment, and
administrators don't expect they
will have to soon. However, in the
event layoffs become necessary,
many teachers would like a policy
that spells out in what order those

Athletics, academics, board policies
highlight candidates'forum Tuesday
By JOHN SALERNO
Staff Writer
Several topics stimulated
debate during a 2-1
/
2 hotr public
forum Tuesday evening between
candidates for the Murray Independent School System school
board and approximately 75
parents and faculty members.
There are four candidates running for the three positions which
will appear on the ballot during
the Nov. 2 election. Three inciunbents — board chairman Don
Henry, Bill Adams and Tommy
Rushing — are seeking reelection, while Doris Cella is seeking a position on the board for the
first time.
The debate, held in the middle
school gymnasium, centered on
athletic versus academic spending, tuition policy and community and faculty participation in formulation of board policy.
The debate on athletic expenditures was sparked by a member
of the audience who asked the candidates if they felt "athletics may
be heavy in funding at a time of
budget constraints," and added
the school system is "top-heavy
with coaches.''
Rushing emphasized that
"academics come first," but said
he felt athletics play a significant
role in the "total education program." He added that coaches are
hired first as teachers. His
remarks were echoed by both
Henry and Adams.
The chairman said an example
of the board's conunittrnent to
academics is the recent expansion
of the foreign language department and the initiation of the
talented and gifted program. He
then turned his attention to a question regarding the hiring this fall
of aides to help with the middle
school football team. "We had 57
come out for football at the middle
school this year," he said. "When
that many kids showed up, we just
had to make a decision."
Previously, there was one coach
in charge of the program.
He added that enough revenues
are generated by the football and
basketball programs to pay
operating costs for themselves
and all spring sports.
._
Adams remarked. that recently
there were 1,300 participants in city school sports during an
academic year. In other words,
one student who played three
sports would be counted as three
participants. With that much student involvement, he said, the cost

of the athletic program is relatively inexpensive. "There's probably
not one activity in school that enjoys more involvement," he said.
Cella pointed to a 27 to 1 studentteacher ratio in the school
system's kindergarten classes
and a personnel shortage in the
middle school library. She said
that the money to hire the assistant football coaches could have
been utilized to hire aides for
these areas, and added that other
critical areas in academics should
be explored more fully.
All four candidates were on
common ground during the
discussion of the system's tuition
policy. Cella pointed out the Murray school tuition is $120 as compared to Mayfield's $250 a year.
She commended the board's
"generosity," and agreed with
Adams that the additional
students are valuable to the city
schools. However, she pointed out
that there is a large discrepancy
between tuition and the $1,800 it
takes to educate a student each
year. She recommended the
policy be reviewed periodically to
ensure that an excessive studentteacher ratio does not result from
a large influx of tuition students.
Adams pointed out that a portion of the yearly school expense
on a student are physical plant
fees which would have to be paid
anyway and defended the lower
tuition by saying that a larger fee
would probably result in less
students. He said the extra
students are an "advantage" to
the system. Rushing added his
support by saying the tuition fee
was designed to accommodate the
"average income family."
Henry noted that "Calloway
County has improved its system
tremendously and we're still getting good students" from that
district. Those students, he said,
have also posed no problem to the
Murray system.
The first topic discussed was
outside input to board decisions,
and a question was raised about a
community advisory committee

Carriers day slated

which had met once with the
board to devise ways to generate
extra funds.
Henry said the board received
useful feedback on the issue and
has since not required any community assistance. But, he said,
"if you were interested in meeting
with us we would."
Cella said she felt there should
be regularly scheduled meetings
with both faculty and community
groups. "The board is supposed to
be a watchdog for the public interest," she said. "And to do that
we have to know the public interest." She added that the board
should be "more involved in curriculum planning."
Henry countered by saying, "I
would hope the board would not
set the curriculum. We should
keep an eye on it but not set it. In
the past, the staff members have
(Continued On Page 2)

clear, cool
Today a few sprinkles this
morning otherwise gradual
clearing. High from the upper
50s to lower 60s. Light variable
winds. Tonight mostly clear
and quite cool. Low from the
upper 30s to lower 40s. Light
variable winds. Thursday
mostly sunny. kiigh in the lower
60.. Light northwest winds.
Friday through Sunday: Little or no rain. Highs from the
upper 60s to mid 70s. Lows in
the 40s.

today's index
Two Sections — 20 Pages
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8-B
Classifieds
8-B,7-B
Comics
6-B
Crosswords
6-B
Dear Abby
5-A
Dr. Lamb
4-A
Horoscope
11-A
Murray Today
4-A,5-A
Obituaries
2-A
Perspective
3-A
1-8,2-B
Sports

MISS
YOU,PAPER!
Subscribers who hove not

WASHINGTON ( AP) — Presi- received their home-delivered
dent Reagan today proclaimed copy of The Money ledger & Tines
Saturday as National Newspaper by 5130 p m Monday-Friday or
Carrier Appreciation Day, by 3-30 p.m Saturdays ore urged
saluting the estimated one million to coil 753-1916 between 5:34
Aweigh Fricarriers who "perform an essen- pse. old 6 p.m.,
tial service in the dissemination of *,et 330 p.n. end 4 p.n. Seise
days.
information."

Layoffs would be made.
Chairman Ferrel Miller said he
would organize within two weeks a
committee comprising two board
members, the superintendent and
another administrator, and a
teacher from each of the five
schools. The latter will be selected
by their fellow staff members.
Harold Arnett, preddent of the
Calloway County Education
Association, said he was pleased
by the board's decision. A formal
request was first made to the
board about six months ago, after
a unanimous vote of association
members supported a policy
study, Arnett said.
Arnett said he has seen teacher
Interest in an RIP policy "increase dramatically in the last
two years." As enrollment
declines have forced cutbacks in
other districts, some teachers
have begun saying, "Hey, this
coukl be my job," Arnett said.
Though "we aren't anticipating
that kind of situation (staff cutbacks) here in the near future,"
some teachers would feel more
comfortable with a policy before
such a situation arises, Arnett
said. Teachers are concerned
about enrollment declines in the
elementary grades, which could
eventually mean a decline for all
grades, he said.

The data school administrators'
association has recommended
school boards adopt RIF policies,
he said.
"I think they've realised the
legal protection benefit of having
a policy...As long as you don't
haves policy, every toucher there
dianissed has legal recourse."
Calloway Superintendent Jack
Rose recommended the board
adopt a policy for tenured
teachers, and that even if it had to
Include non-tenured staff a policy
should be adopted.
"I can't we us getting into a
situation real quickly where we're
going to have to reduce tenured
faculty," Rase said. "But I'd
rather have the policy and not use
It than need it and not have it."
Miller said he did not feel a
policy would necessarily provide
the board legal protection, since
the board could still be taken to
court over a layoff even if it had a
policy. The board has discussed
poesible policy guidelines over the
past several months but his not
been able to come up with
anything we feel comfortable
with," Miller said.
Further, whether the board had
a policy or not it would have to
follow state guidelines, which
basically call for seniority as the
basis for layoffs, he said.

However, trustee Charies Reed
made•motion to establish a study
committee, and the board
unanimously approved
Arnett said there is disagreement among teachers regarding
vied an RIP' policy should consist
el Seniority could be one consideration Included in • policy.
along with certtfication and quality of service, he sak1
"I don't want • teacher who's
been during, poor pie of teaching
for 12 years to be rehired over one
who's been doing a good job of
teaching for six years." Arnett
said
Raw said he plane to gather
peddles from ether dietricts thet
have adopted them, and see how
successful they hes, bees. Since
many denies already hive RI?
policies, Calloway will have the
advantage of learning from their
experience, he said
In other business Tuesday night.
the board approved • easidat7
scollasis (curvature al the spies)
screening pram that has been
offered at no charge by two local
orthopedic physicians The
screening will be offered to
studentie in grades 3 through 12
Rose said he believes the screening will be required by the data
before long.
(Contimeed Oa Page 2)

Acclaimed ballet group
next on MCMA calendar
Direct from Mexico City a spectacular program of folkloric
dances and authentic music from
several regions of Mexico will be
performed by the widelyacclaimed Ballet Gran Folkloric°
de Mexico at 8 p.m. Monday in
Lovett Auditorium on the Murray
State University campus.
The world-wide traveling company of 35 singers, dancers, roper
o floreador and musicians is
directed by Theo Shanab, founder
of the company, and choreographed by Lino Ortega, who also appears as a featured dancer. They
have given performances
throughout Europe, the Americas,
as well as Japan and a host of
other countries.
Ballet Gran Folkloric° de Mexico was winner of first prize in
World Folkloric° Festival in
Yugoslavia in IVO, setting off
their meteoric rise to fame.
The 198243 edition of the
remarkable Ballet Gran
Folkloric° de Mexico officially
recognized by the Subdireccion de
Accion Cultural del Iseste-Mexico
Includes a number of new dances
in its eight-part show and a ton of
new costumes representing different contrasting regions of the
Mexican republic.
Native songs, dances and
costumes from throughout Mexico, backed by Mariachi, Marimba and Jarocho bands, are
choreographed by Lino Ortega into a imclit Iksd production values. As well as being exciting entertainment, the performance is a revelation of Mexican culture of the past and present.
A unique ensemble in the field of

Bonet Gran Folkloric° de Mork°
Mexican music, the Mariachi are
featured of the Ballet Gran
Folkloric° de Mexico. The unprecedented scope of their repertoire performed on authentic instruments has brought wide acclaim for the talented group in the
entertainment world, as well as in
the educational and cultural
circles.
The folk dances, though arranged for the stag., have a
background the heritage of Mexico especially that of the original
Indian inhabitants. Such tribes as
the Mayas, Otani§ and Aztecs
have outstanding Mists emcee
their desedideuts, as well as
Woes- the
iii o/
mixed Indian and while descent.
Ever since the arrival of
Christopher Columbus there has
been a steady influx of Europeans
Into Mexico, principally Spanish
and,for a time, French.

"The entire show is like a like a
Fiesta, full of joy and the love of
living." wrote one critic following
a standing ovation at a recent performance of the Ballet Gran
Folkloric° de Mexico.
As family entertainment, the
Ballet Gran Folkloric° de Mexico
show presents a rhythmic, rap
paced panorama depicting Mexico of the peat and present. Swirling dancers, exuberant singers
and talented musicians explode
with energy and rhythm to the
amusement of young and old.
This is the second concert of the
Murray Civic Musk
11M1243 season and is
by Murray State with assistance
from the Kentucky Arts Council
with funds from the National Endowment for the Arts. Admission
As by MCMA season membership
tickets or on Murray State student
identification cards.
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Murray woman's
mother dies
Mrs. Hazel Major, mother of
Mrs. John (Rowena) Emerson of
Murray, died Monday at the
Camden Health Care Center,
Camden, Maine. Her death at the
es)of 78 followed an extended II-

WSW
r.1vors include her husband,
Winter Major, Belfast, Maine;
five daughters, Mrs. Emerson,
Murray, Mrs. Cleo Dick, Belfast,
Maine, Mrs. Phyllis Glibride,
Auburn, Maine, Mrs. Dean Elliott,
Presque Isle, Maine, and Mrs.
Irene Texetra, Lowell, Mass.; one
son, James Pelkey, Preaque isle,
Maine.
Mrs. Major also is survived by
16 grandchildren and three greatgrandchildren.
The funeral will be Thursday at
10 cm. in the chapel of Rackliffe
Funeral Home, Belfast, Maine.
Burial will follow in the Belfast
Cemetery.

Calloway group holding
salad luncheon Sunday
Another of the many fund raising MOO for the Calloway
Chamber Singers' Boosters Club
will be Sunday, Oct. 17. This will
be a smorgasbord salad luncheon
In the cafeteria of Calloway County High School.
The luncheon will be served
from noon to 2 p.m. with the cost
being $3 per person. All types a
salads to appeal to men, women
and children will be featured, according to Billie Ray Roberts,
president of the Boosters.
Proceeds from the luncheon will
be used toward expenses for the
Calloway Chamber Singers' trip
to Austria in the summer of 1983.
The Chamber Singers with
LaVaughrin Wells as director
were selected to appear at the
summer festival in competition
with other groups throughout the
United States.
This luncheon will be featured
each third Sunday of the month at
Calloway County High School.
Other fund raising activities have
been chili suppers, caterring

various pdbiic events and the sale
of calendars testing "a special
quote for daily living" on each
date.
Roberts said "these special
calendars to be used year after
year would make wonderful gifts
for birthdays or Christmas."
Persons may purchase these
calendars from any member of
the Booster Club.

Three MSU students
in automobile wreck
Three Murray State University
students were involved in an
automobile accident yesterday in
Christian County, according to
Kentuctly State Police at the
Madisonville post.
Information surrounding the incident is unknown at this time,
however, at least one of the three
Is said to have been transferred to
Vanderbilt medical facilities in
Nashville.
Identities of the students have
not yet been released.

Forum...
(Continued From Page 1)
made the changes."
Adams said he supported community involvement, and added
that teachers already have a
chance to partcipate via the monthly board-teacher forum. In addition, there are faculty members
on the policy, curriculum and textbook committees, he said.
Although Adams acknowledged
the board does not always go
along with recommendations, he
said the faculty voice is "very importimt."
Rushing said everyone has
"always been afforded the opportunity" to attend board
meetings and that he is a "good
listener." However, he said, "Un-

fortunately, the only time someone comes to the meeting is
when there's some kind of problem that affects them."
A brief background of each candidate follows:
• Bill Adams has been a board
member for six years. He has
earned a bachelor's degree in civil
engineering and a masters degree
in industrial education, both from
Murray State University. He is a
registered professional engineer
and owns Builders II, a general
contracting company.
• Doris Cella has been the assistant coordinator of the writing
program at the MSU Learning
Center since 1975. She has lived in

Murray 14 years and has a
bachelor of arts degree from
Georgetown College and a master
of arts degree from the University
of Kentucky.
• Don Henry has served on the
board 16 years, nine as chairman.
He earned his degree at MSU and
owns the Henry State Farm Insurance Agency.
•Tommy Rushing has six years as
a board member and is vice president and loan officer at the Bank
of Murray. He has earned a
bachelors, masters and 30 hours
above his MA degree all in the
field of education from Murray
State. He is a former principal of
Calloway County Junior High.

INJURY AVOIDED — Randy L Newton, 21, Route I, Vienna, DI., escaped serious injury Tuesday algid
after the vehicle he was driving — a 1970 Chevrolet — ran oath.road in Hazel.
Staff photo by John Salerno

Calloway board..
(Continued From Page 1)
Many persons have become Murray. Graves has a "no new
more aware of how the effects of student" policy which the
sconce's can be countered by ear- Calloway board reciprocated.
ly recognition and treatment, Murray last year adopted a onefor-one transfer policy. Any
Rose said.
In additional business, the students transferred above that
ratio do not count for state or utiliboard:
— Approved its yearly non- ty tax funding, Rose said.
This year 190 students from the
resident pupil contracts with other
school districts. The contracts call Calloway district attend Murray,
for transferring students and per- while 110 from Murray attend
pupil funds on an unlimited basis, Calloway schools, Rose said. Murexcepting Graves County and ray will not receive funding for the
difference of 80 students. That
amounts to $1,400-$1,500 per pupil,
Rose said.
— Accepted the resignations of
Southwest School special educaThe Murray City Council will tion teacher Michelle Shoaff, and
discuss several items at its 7:30 aide Martha Mollenberndt.
p.m. Thursday meeting in City
Hall.
The agenda includes general
fund audit from Jan. 1 to June 30,
general fund amendment, apThe meeting of the Calloway
pointments to the transit board, County Democratic Executive
tourism commission and com- Committee has been changed
munity development agency, from Monday, Oct. 18, to Thursdesignation of Oct. 30 as Hallo- day, Oct. 14, at 7 p.m. at the
ween for "trick or treating," and Calloway County Courthouse. Z.C.
recommendations from the public Enix, chairman, announced the
safety committee.
change in meeting date today.

The board also approved the hiring of several teachers and
coaches: Margaret McCallon,
half-time high school math; Don
Riley, half-time high school industrial arts; Diana Tatlock, increase to full-time with a special
education position; Stan Simmons, homebound teacher, assistant boys basketball coach and
head girls track coach; Sue
Outland, high school tennis coach;
Roy Cothran, golf coach; and
Nancy Schempp, increased from
half-time to seven-tenths time.
— Gave Rose authority to
dispose of the schools' four trampolines, which are no longer used
because of safety hazards. Rose
said he plans to contact organizations who might be interested in
buying the trampolines.
— Approved letting the Plainfield, Ind., marching band sleep in
the high school gym and band
room the night of Oct. 29. The
band will be competing the next
day in the MSU Blue and Gold
Contest of Champions. Calloway
Band Director Wayne Pope said
he would supervise the students
along with Plainfield chaperones.

Murray council to
convene Thursday

Meeting changed
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WHY OUR OPTICIANS
WANT TO KNOW
HOW YOU PUTT.

If you've ever tried to line up a critical putt while your trifocals kept turning the golf ball into a white blur, you
know how important well-designed eyewear can be.
So if your Southern Optical optician asks you how your
golf game is, or whether you play racquetball or tennis,or
skin dive orclimb mountains, we're not being nosey. All we
want to do is prepare your glasses so that no matter what
you're doing, you can forget you've got them on.
We ask a lot of questions. It's part of the personal
attention you get from Southern Optical, and just one of
the steps we take to make your eyewear the best you can
buy. We take a lot of other steps,too.They're all explained
in the free booklet we call "Extra Steps to Excellence."
Stop in and ask for a copy. Who knows? It could take a
few strokes off your game.
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inside report

Voters minds drawn from unemployment and economics

Reagan reports
stay on course
despite jobless
When President Reagan acknowledged during his
recent press conference that the nalon's unemployment rate "might touch 10 percent" the tacitly
served notice that be intends to stay the course in
restering the US. economy, no matter the politica
hazards. Indeed, he said he would embrace artificial government spending programs as did the
Democrats in the past.
This pronouncement is more significant than indicated by the instant analysis of some electronic
commentators.
We can look for no quick fix, no "hair of the dog."
With unemployment reaching 9.8 percent in
September — a 42-year peak — and almost 10
million employable Americans out of work — the
president is standing firmly on his economic conservatism which has come to be known as
Reaganomics.
To appreciate fully how difficult is Mr. Reagan's
position and what it means, we need to remember a
parallel situation when Jimmy Carter was president. Carter inherited an inflation rate of 5.8 percent and an unemployment rate of 7.8 percent from
President Ford, who had repeatedly vetoed congressional spending schemes.
Carter and his Democratic-controlled Congress
found this unemployment rate to be politically
unacceptable because they feared it would brng
retribution from the voters. Accordingly, they turned loose a flood of dollars on the jobless problem.
With the Democrats in control of both the White
House and Congress, there were practicaly no
brakes on government spending in those days.
As much as anything, it was the Carter administration's extravagant, self-serving response
to unemployment that brought on a run-away inflation rate and a corollary of soaring interest rates;
by 1980, the inflation rate was 14.4 percent and interest rates had reached an unprecedented 21.5 percent.
Mr. Reagan's statement that "we are better off
iladaf *ban sowers'Ail netlikely-to-bad-muchsupport, to say the lead,from those who have loot their
14ibs during the months he's been in office, or from
t#me who have suffered severe financial losses, including bankruptcies that are without equal since
the Great Depression. There is no minimizing the
human toll from the increase during this tme frame
of unemployment from 7.4 percent to 9.8 percent.
But, as Martin S. Feldstein, the president's tough
nominee to be his chief economic adviser, said
recently, there is no painless way to bring down inflation; unemployment is an inevitable penalty that
must be paid following gross economic mismanagement.
The achievement of the Reagan administration in
bringing the inflation rate down to 5.1 percent so far
this year, and interest rates down to about 13 percent, justifies the president's assertion that
"...together we pulled America back from the brink
of disaster."
To put into proper perspective Mr. Reagan's controversial remark about being "better off today,"
we must look squarely at the disaster we have narrowly missed — at where we would have been now
in all likelihood had the Carter administration's
highly inflationary policies been continued. For the
best dea of what this might have meant, we need
look farther than our doorstep. The Mexican people
are being lacerated by an inflation rate that exceeds 70 percent and massive devaluations of their
currency because their leaders sought to please
them with unbridled spending and refused politically painful economic discipline.
To ha credit, Mr. Reagan refrained from glowing
promises in his press conference, sayng "we still
have a long way to go." Nevertheless, there are
hopeful signs that the American economy is beginning to wade out of the recession and that the fouth
quarter will see a solid upturn. Feldstein, certainly
no Pollyanna, predicts an economic growth next
year of 3.5 percent, which is nearly a full percentage point below the adminstration's official projections.
This recovery comes too late, of course, to help
the Republicans in the November election. Not to
worry. In his belief that the voters will not forget
"who was runing the store" during most of the last
50 years, President Reagan simply reaffirms his
faith in the collective wisdom of the American people.
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LOS ANGELES — As the October
stretch drive by Gov. Eibeinad G.
Brown Jr. to save his career Moved
on the economy.Repahlkeme readied
a political bidet 1111411111111Est Mended
to take the voter's mind eff
unemployment, bankruptcies and
economic stagnation.
A new television comenercial
features a photograph depicting
Brown with that famous left activist
team, Tom Hayden and Jane Fonda,
showing all three with upraised,
clenched-fist salutes. The grainy,
black-and-white photograph, says
one aide to Republican candidate to
Republican candidate Pete Wilson,
"looks almost like it was taken in
Moscow." This need to return the
campaign spotlight to Gov.
Moonbeam is testimony to the resurrection of his once-forlorn campaign
for the Senate.
Just two months ago, Brown trailed Wilson by more than 20 percentage points, attributable to extraordinary negative ratings. The race
probably could not have become the
present dead heat without blunders
by Wilson,the longtime mayor of San
Diego in his first statewide general
election campaign. But Brown's
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resurrection can also thank
Republican difficulty nationwide
with Reagan and Reeginemics.
Pram the start, Brown's strategy
was to take attention off eight ezdic
years as governor and particularly
Iad year's Medfly fiasco and kris it
instead on the economy. However,
his plan last =MUM to wrap President Reagan and his economic
record around Wilson's neck has
changed. Reaganomics, yes;
Reagan,no.
Brown's key commercial in bis October television buy has the governor
an camera asking: "Whet kind of
economic program raises interest
rates so families can no longer afford
to buy a home? Or allows more and
more clout citizens to lose their Jobs
or their businesses? "The theme is
echoed in Brown's daily 'peaches,indicting "monetarism and excessive
tax cuts" as the came for recession.
But never is Ronald Reagan's name
mentioned.
Why? "I think I can work with
Reagan (as a senator)," a straightfaced Brown explained to us. Avant
to work with the president." The tactical shift is caused partly by
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Re's reediest papalarity, but
inestly by arrIP11.11 perception that
Mhos has tismose • mach meld
target Brews bits Wilsea's
'•siseterial capacity" as aa Musa.
and Repitilloan plIthisse sadly
agree that thsir candidate's own
blundirs have mode des passible.
Actually,Ilfilesn's supposed heldtog is azastiauslad. His offhand
restart to reporters that howl
judges (includes Supreme Court
justices) might es basubject le recall
by voters as are Callifernia state
judges is viewed by Brews as a gooier hirable but gets overwhelming
voter approval in prtvate surreys.
The Mince blender that really hit
was his suggestion of voloistary
Social Security for younger workers,
but the devastating Brown television
commercial dpU4 away at a
Social Security card was in the can
before Wilson stumbled.
Once the Social Security scare claw
ad the gap. Wilson faced problems
common to all Repubbauis dealing
with the economy this year. He has
one television commerkal blasting
Brown as a taxer but it is not reinforced by daily speeches. The tax-cut
Issue, in fact, was devastated by
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ftessurs pie Mem taa incresse
elfish Mesa opposed -ridiculous ie
income UM' at the Wile of •
recessies" sad Omnisepperlet
WIlesn's elks% is callaire
crime by allacking Orrea's mere
coatreversial and *emetic
judnuilp selectlea has fleeted. the
TV commercial has been withdraws
That still leaves Wilson with
nu-'
- buns the Calumny's
have had enough of Jerry Brown.
bum eosininy or not To portray him
with brother Tom and sister Jane is•
memary-)ogging esorcise casting
Brown on the radical left
Bee the governor keeps far away
trees Hayden and Foods this
8116111111111. Gov Moonbeam is on vat-a
tles, apiokei out no innovative and
eetregeree new ideas "I deal shoot
from the hip," he told us Mi refusing
to endorse camisoles& Demearanc
efforts to farce down interest rates.
By dewing such metreint now and
stickleS is bread-and-batter mauling
ci ROIONIMIlliell. Brown,at age 41. Is
pleasing es six years of unrestrained
ilipdaN111111 ID Ow Sam,* and an ineltable resumption some day of his
frustrated semi for the White Howe

looking back
Ten years ago
Enrollment for the fall semester at
Murray State University is listed as
7.157. This is the second highest
enrollment in tin school's Se-year
Mutiny.
Deaths reported include Clarence
C. Barnett,72, and
Suitor,I
Terry Alexander and Terry Elkins
of Murray have enlisted in the IN
delay program of United States
Navy .
Births reported include • boy to
Mr. and Mrs Robert Hopkins, Oct. 1,
a girl to Mr and Mrs. Billy Todd,
Oct. 9, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. George
Petty, Jr., Oct 6, a girl to Mr and
Ms. Jerry Humphrey, Oct. 6, and a
girl to Mr. and Mrs. Cherie@ W
Thomas,Oct. 7.
Morgan Sisk, pad president, and
Raymond Carter, new president,
spoke at meeting of Mummy Kiwanis
Club at Murray Woman's Club
House.
Twenty years ago
Glen McClinton received grand
champion award on his bed carcass
shown at Beef Carcass Contest at
Union City, Tenn. He is a member of
New Concord 4-H Club and son of Mr
and Mrs. W.D. McCuiston
Deeths reported include Miss Ruby
M. Perryman.
The Murray Chamber of Commerce Industrial Development Committee visited industrial
developments in Franklin and Bowling Green.
Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a girl to Mr and
Mrs. John McCuan, twin girls to Mr
and Mrs. Joe Walker and boy to Mr
and Mrs. Richard Oliver
Mrs. Dave Burluten led the program on "United Nations" at
meeting of WSCS of New Hope
Methodist Church at the home of
Mrs. Joe Lassiter
Thirty years ago
Tellus Wright Myers, son of Mr
and Mrs. Tellus Myers, Rt. 4, completed bask training at Lackland Air
Force Base, Texas.
Deaths reported include Mrs. RI.
(Dock) Parker, AL. Lindsey and
Mrs. Annie Wyman Lowe,12.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Cunningham
were delegates from North Pleasant
Grove Cumberland Presbyterian
Church to Mayfield Presbytery Oct. 7
and II at Bethel CP Church in Ballard
County.
Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Ed Dale Ftiggins, Oct
I.
Elected as cheerleaders at Murray
Training School were Ella Jean Irwin, Nancy Wainscott, Alta Fay Andrus, Shirley Parker and Julia
Hawkins.
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heartline
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Heartline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a self-addressed, damped
envelope. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: We are all aware
that there have recently been cutbacks in the Medicare and Medicaid
programs. Just what do these new
rules and regulation mean to us?
F.G.
ANSWER: Cutbacks in Medicare
and Medicaid represent $14.4 billion
or 82% of the reductions of the total
$17.5 billion cuts included in the final
tax legislation. While House conferees blocked most of the provisions
recommended by the Senate which
would have meant direct out-ofpocket increases for beneficiaries,
some did remain in the bill. Most cutbacks are aimed at health providers,
with impact on beneficiaries, the
states, and the private sector occurring primarily as a result of costshifting. Certain provisions actually
represent benefit expansions. The
new bill will:
**raise the monthly premium from
the current $12.20 to $13.70 per month
in July 1963 and $15.30 in 1984 based
on a requirement that Medicare Part
B premium collections represent 25%
of program costs for these years.
••require employers, beginning
January 1,1983, to offer workers age
65-69 and their dependents the same
health benefit plan offered to
younger workers, and make
Medicare secondary pay or; acceptance of the employer's health plan
would be voluntary with the
employee.
"reduce Medicare payment for
radiologists' and pathologists' services to hospital ft/patients from
100% to 80% and make these services
subject to the Part B deductible of $75
as are other physicians charges.
**with some exceptions, allow states
under Medicaid to Impose nominal
copayrnents on recipients for all services, excluding patients of skilled
nursing facilities and intermediate
care facilities.
**require that Federid employees

pay the hospital insurance tax and
receive Medicare eligibility based on
length of covered service.
Other provisions include: expansion of Medicare to cover hospice
care for the terminally ill under Part
A; revised Medicare payment to
HMOs to encourage enrollment by
beneficiaries in these cost-effective
organizations which provide expanded services; and imposition of a sixmonth moratorium on issuance of
proposed regulations relating to the
survey and certification of nursing
homes participating in Medicare and
Medicaid.

HEARTLINE: Are senior citizens
taking advantage of the age
discrimination laws now, or are they
merely accepting termination of
employment, in some cases, without
making formal charges? N.R.
ANSWER: Information we recently received from the House Select
Committee on Aging show a
dramatic increase in age discrimination charges since 1978, when just
over 4,000 charges were made, and
1961, when approximately 9,5000
charges of age discrimination were
made.

washington today
RICHMOND, Va. (AP) — President Reagan is campaigning for a
Republican majority in the Senate
for the next two years. You'd never
know from his stump speech that the
GOP has been in charge for the past
two years.
He is still running against Jimmy
Carter and a Democratic administration, a Democratic Congress, and
"the Washington state of mind."
The nation got a good peek at
Reagan's political plan Tuesday
night when he used the opening of a
nationally broadcast news conference — possibly his last before the
Nov. 2 election — to talk about "the
long years of government
mismanagement" that led up to the
current recession.

WRITE A LETTER — Letters
to the editor are welcomed and encouraged. All letters must be signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must
be included for verification. The
phone number will not be published.
Letters should be typewrftten
and double-spaced if possible and
should be on topics of general in
Wrest.
Editors rasene the right to condense or reject any letter and
limit frequel writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger Os
Times, Box 1040. Murray, Ky,
42071.

Then, in a tired arena dressed up
with red, white and blue bunting, the
president turned to a Republican audience at a rally here for Rep. Paul
Trible, the GOP Senate candidate,
and talked about the "economic
binge" of the recent Democratic
years "which left us with today's
pounding, national hangover."
Ignoring the rising unemployment
and business failures that have
marked the first two years of his administration, but paying heed to falling interest rates and inflation,
Reagan said Wednesday that when
Gerald R. Ford left office, "America
was enjoying economic stability that
would be a source of envy today."
But then came the Democrats: Inflation rose, as did interest rates
Productivity and the rate of savings
fell, and taxes "smothered the incentives of individuals and businesses."
"Yes, America went backward
during those four Democratic years.
In many ways, they marked the
culmination of decades of overindulgence by the liberal Washington
establishment," Reagan said.
In this fall election season, the
chief objective of the White House is
to retain control of the Senate, where
Republicans now outnumber
Democrats by a margin of $4 to 4$.
Virginian Harry Byrd, an Independent, is retiring, and it is for his seat
that Trible is running. Byrd has been
voting with the Republicans.
Until 1911, when Republicans took
power in the Senate. Democrats held
control of Congress for a quarter of a
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Visher discusses constitution at DAR meeting
Dr. Helene Visher
discussed "Our Constitu-

Dealing with hiatal hernia
Lawrence E. Lemb,M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB — My Does weight make a prevent such symptoms. The it CNA be disagreeable.
husband and I have both difference? If you eat too acid in the stomach may
DEAR DR. LAMB --been diagnosed as having a much will the hernia burst? react with bicarbonate in
hiatal hernia. My husband DEAR READER — A hia- foods or medicines to Regarding Use expression,
has had it for a long time but tal hernia, also called a dia- release carbon dioxide gas "An apple a day keeps the
doctor away," could six
mine just came on this phragmatic hernia, is simply and cause more distention.
apples a day do more harm
summer.
an enlarged hole in the
Yes, being overweight is a than good?
Why do so many people diaphragm. This allows a major factor in aggravati
ng
I used to eat six to eight
have this? Is it a weakness? portion of the stomach to a hiatal hernia. Most women
And why are the symptoms slip through the hole into the develop one during pregnan- apples a day. Then I noticed
pain in my shoulders. When
so different? I vomited eve- chest cavity, or herniate.
cy because of the enlarging
ry meal with mine but my Many people have such uterus. Anything in the abdo- the pain became unbearable
husband just bloats until be hernias and have no symp- men — fat, gas or fetus — I stopped eating apples and
can hardly breathe. It seems toms at all. In others the can help cause the stomach the pain disappeared_ Does
to crowd his lungs. We both backing up of acid digestive to be pustied through the this make any sense to you?
have extreme acid backing juices into the lower eso- enlarged hole and make I'm 83 years old How could
too many apples cause pain
up in our throat.
phogus causes burning pain matters worse.
in
Our doctor gave us and what you describe as
Yes, you need to eat small the shoulders?
DEAR READER — In the
Tagarnet which is working acid in your throat. This meals and not lie down
for a
very well. We both took happens because of a faulty couple of hours after eating. first place I do not know that
the apples were related to
antacids but nothing helped. closure mechanism at the This is one medical
condi- your shoulder pain. You
Is this condition dangerous? top of the stomach.
tion in which what you do
would have been wise to see
Can it kill you? The doctor Obviously the Tagamet can make a big difference
a doctor because pain in the
said stick to a soft diet and helps to prevent the stomach
What you need to do is shoulder can be caused from
eat small amounts of food. acid, which in turn helps to
outlined more completely in serious disorders, such as
The Health Letter 4-8, Hia- heart problems.
tal Hernia, Esophageal
If the apples were related
Reflux, which I'm sending
to your shoulder pain, it may
you. Others can send 75
have been that too many
cents with a long, stamped,
apples
caused you to have
self-addressed envelope for
it to me,in care of this news- gas. If the gas was trapped
paper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio in the colon where it bends
City Station, New York, NY under the diaphragm, the
distention of the colon could
10019.
cause referred pain to the
No, it is not dangerous but shoulder.

Italian Spaghetti
Special

tion" at the meeting of
the Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of the Daughters
of the American Revolution. The meeting was
Sept. 11 at Holiday Inn
with Mrs. James Byrn as
hostess.
The speaker's discussion was in recognition of
Constitution Week, Sept.
17 to 23. She gave factors
threatening the
American way of life and

various statistics concerning the people and cowstry.

flag and the DAR ritual.
Mrs. Armin Clark,
chaplain, Mrs. Ed Davis,
Dr. Visher closed by secretary, and Mrs. John
..
warning that our Nance, treasurer, gave
greatest danger may not reports. Mrs. A.W.
be from bombs and Russell was reinstated as
bullets but from a member.
A short resuine of the
negotiated agreements
National
Defense Monpreanted as 'necessary to
thly was given by Mrs.
save mankind."
Jesse McNutt, national
Mrs. John Livesay, defense chairman. Mrs.
chapter regent, opened Nance gave a report on
the meeting with the the First District meeting
pledge to the American of the NSDAR at Hender-
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Inside Dining Only

By ESTELLE
SPICELAND

friends to a barbecue sup-

per.

September weather
The Red Barn near
was ideal for enjoyable Concord was the scene of
reunions near and after pre-Labor Day potluck
Labor Day.
supper which was well atThe Bilbrey place at tended.
Model, Tenn., was the
Mr. and Mrs. Luther
setting for a homecoming Head of Georgia
of former residents of thoughtfully brought
picLand Between the Lakes, nic baskets of food and
returning from different spent a few days at Guy
states and places to Lovins'lonely home.
renew acquaintances.
Caring people can
Much as I would have brighten corners in many
enjoyed seeing again lives.
former acquaintances, I
Otis Geurin, an open
dreaded more the heart patient of the
renewal of the pain of highway department
final loss of others. And cleared a bank of briars
every beloved footprint and bushes, surely
has been erased over delighting school
bus
there.
riders and church goers
George Bonner, now of through Concord.
Florida, returned to the
Another former Conold Bonner homeplace as corder, Leon Grogan,
is his yearly custom, to finished his course here.
Invite relatives and
Robert Bucv has been

CIFIEERS
Here's to a winning 400 savings
on rich Folgers,Crystals
and a sporty NFL mug offer!
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You'll get two mugs with your favorite NFL team logo, for only $4.99
and proofs-of-purchase from two any size jars of instant Folger's. Just
look for details and required certificate at participating stores. If
certificates are unavailable, write to: INSTANT FOLGER'S NFL MUG
OFFER; P.O. Box 432; Cincinnati, OH 45299. Certificate requests must
be postmarked by November 30,1982. Allow four weeks kit certificate
delivery. Offer expires December 31, 1982, offer good only in the
United States, limit two sets of two mugs for each NFL team.
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PATTERN:
FITTING
CLINIC i

© MR. OLEYAR 1977

ATTEND ONE 3 HOUR CLINIC
FOR ONLY $5.00

PROFESSIONAL DESIGN CONSULTANT
Learn how to make perfectly fitting shocks mod
pants every time • How to bay your cierrect size
pattern - How to sew sleeves and collars easily How to end piffling and basting - Sew zippers
quickly - Sew straight seams and many more
shortcuts to skill and fun in sewing. Learn
amazing pattern making method that allows you
to create unlimited designs, contoured to year
own body requirements.
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Clip and receive basic dress, slack pattern and suit
dress pattern you con draft to fit your measurements.
Also a pattern fitting manual.
Morning Class Begin at 10:00 /UN. — Evening Class at 7:00 P.M.
Tell your friends about this Ai. Classes Identical.
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NO RESERVATION NECESSARY. BE EARLY FOR BEST SEATS.

when you buy
2 oz. jars or FDI
arger size jar
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The Frankfurt church
approved the establishment of an open and ongoing scholarship fund in
Dr. Hurt's honor at
Cumberland College of
which he is a graduate
and currently a trustee.
A special program was
printed for the day's actives listing the many
accomplishments of the
church during the five
years of Dr. Hurt's
ministry.

EVERYTHING YOU'VE
ALWAYS WANTED TO
KNOW ABOUT PATTERN FITTING AND
WERE AFRAID
TO ASK.

He is afraid
He is totally
°Ione

THE
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ing served pastofatt'
Scott's Grove, Murray,in
Missouri and in Benbin
before going to
Frankfort.
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the album when Lowell
Steele, in from Michigan,
stopped by to show me
pictures of his fine family. He was delighted
when I gave him the plcture of his mother and old
home.
The rocky cliffs of Pine
Bluff overlook a lake now
which covers untold
wealth of memories of
bygone days.
Reunions here are advisable, for,"Friends are
passing over to the other
Shore."
Mrs. Eurie Smith of
Concord area left suddenly. Very few homes have
unbroken circles here.
Most of us have had joys
as well as sorrows
though.
Mr. and Mrs. Randy
McClure enjoyed going to
New York recently to
take their baby son to see
his great grandmother
and other relatives.
Homecomings have
been enjoyed at Poplar
Spring, New Mt. Cannel
and other churches. We
look forward to others.

Dr. Hurt honored by church

We/Ere,,ley 1 I AM 10PM

Igq1:"Ls

Often I have had occasion to say "So many little pleasures wait round
corners here and there."
There was a Steele reunion at Murray-Calloway
County Park recently.
Strange, but on the
previous day I had turned
the pages of an old scrap
book and found a picture
of Mrs. Hattie Steele
standing in front of her

older who is not now at- while teaching near Pine
tending a public school Bluff.
grammar will be offered may enroll for the
I had scarcely closed
by the Adult Learning courses, which are
Center at Murray State designed for adults who
Uni,versit,i for # pc
/zio0 of plan to take the General
eight weeks, begriniing Educational • DevelopAn appreciation day in
Friday, Oct. 22.
ment (GED) high school honor of the fifth anniverChuck Guthrie, coor- equivalency test or for sary of Dr. Billy Grey
dinator of the Adult Lear- persons who need Hurt, formerly of Murning Center, said the refresher study before ray, as pastor of First
classes will meet on Fri- entering a vocational Baptist Church,
day in the Adult Learning school or college.
Frankfort, was on SunCenter in Room 206 of
Persons who already day, Oct. 3, by the
Stewart Stadium on the have a high school church.
following schedule:
diploma or high school
Dr. Hurt is the son of
English grammar — equivalency certificate Mr. and Mrs. Bill Hurt of
8:30 to 10 a.m.; and are also welcome to par- Murray who attended the
general math — 10:30 to ticipate in the classes, special all day events
noon. The classes will end Guthrie pointed out.
along with Mr. and Mrs.
December 18.
Students may register Larry Hurt, Mr. and Mrs.
He explained that for the courses by visiting Jimmy Cooper and Mr.
or calling the Adult Lear- and Mrs. Paul Wilson, all
• ning Center (762-6971) of Murray.
711,9:00
between 8 a.m. and 4:30
The former Murray
PETER 0 TOOLE
p.m. Monday through man has been in the
JESStC A .ARPEIR
Friday.
ministry for 30 years hay-

99 Special For Kids

•

hospitalized, but is improved.
Mrs. Etha Bailey has
returned home after haying surgery at Murray.
Mrs. Estelle Outland
and Mrs. Opal Edwards
can out-rival and inspire
with courage most long
term patients.
Someone said, "They
say the world is round, I
often think it's square, so
many little hurts we get
from corners here and
there."

old two story home where
I boarded a few months

anyone 16 years of age or

classes in general
mathematics and English

Free Refills On Drinks

The chapter will meet
Saturday, Oct. 16, at 1:30
p.m. at the home of Dr.
Viaher with Dr. Mildred
Hatcher as cohostess. Dr.
Glenn Wilcox will give
the program on "Music of
the American Revolution."

Reunions featured during month ofSeptember

Free adult education

With Garlic Bread
Salad 59' Extra

Fourteen members and
we prospective member,
B.J. Herrn!, were present.

Down Concord Way.. .

Education classes scheduled
r

son which sbe and Mrs.
Livesay attended.

Jolt

_ Pies
"PARADISE"(R)
TUES. $S CARLOAD

Monday, October 18 Holiday Inn
Bring your Presser Foot
Smith 12th Street Murray
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community events listed
WItheeeiley,Oct. 13
Murray State University Theatre will present
"On the Twerdieth Caw
try" at $ p.m. in Robert
E. Aimee Theatre. For
information call 7634797.
Meeting et C.alknway
Coienty InteragencY Cow
ference has been changed
to Oct. 30.

Wedneadey,Oct.1$
Murray Baas Onb is
scheduled to met at
Sirloin Stockade at 7:30
p.m.
Circles alirret Unihsd
Methodist Church
Women will meet as
follows: Hannah with
Barbara Shores, Ruth
Wilson with Rebecca
West and Wesleyan with
Marjorie Crass, all at
7:30 o.zn

Ilinnediey.Oct. 14
IMMediey.-Oct. M
Dexter liamessakers and Denglas Canters and
Club win asset at 11:311 trim 1$ ant Se 3 pat at
a.m. at Muter Oseller.
M
Welcome Wave Omb
l'Svin Laken Recreawill meet at 7 pm. at tional
Vehicle Chapter at
First Christian Church.
Western Kentudty will
bine a compost at Platy
North Pleasant Grove Campgreend L.
in
BetCuinberl•nd ween the Leas*.
A chili
Presbyterian Church supper
will be served
Women are scheduled to
Saturday night at campmeet at 7 p.m.
site of Owns and Gayle
Adams, wagoamasters.
Murray Chapter No. 92
Royal Arch Masons will
Mothers Morning Out
meet at 7:30 p.m. at lodge
will be at 9 a.m. at First
hall.
Christian March.

date
book
Scouts pion Monday event

anither aspertmened the WIMP
a
DIEDIDEMMEME Ina YAW 11116111111110811 col
.
=
or
1.41111WIL

PIM= Ihs airmirCalloway4=0area era
be albbe peirenoso or mil mese Illrerosilo or Girt
Used willermo, limsdliesno or saw erpdpemmtat
as egad Ile he Illiumby, Oct la. trees te 11 pis at
Orestes Illmm's Polloismbep at Pine Chreinas
the Girt Seed Cabin.
hems Ist sale ell mod to be ciao,. WNW Iola Much wa new a cereured WO dimmer Tlainsimy.
Oct 14. at 3:36 pJa. at as elm& Ames Vaugha.
eiesses mime mid price doolred mid me IMUSADS
be taboo es censignment.J.C. Penners wIll be slate nism's presides*. we be Wsswim
represented gad will give gift certificates. but persees mit be present be register For sionsease
cell MOIL
dimet Iluits.an Gasembrougb. llearvoy. plays tbe
rob of a past M Ole production et -La Itemile." se
Meet
Meow lieboatile play. Oct 14-111 and WU at
Tnamsr. Uwt of kembuty. leaTwin Laken Recrestisa Vehicle Chapter at West
Kentucky will Wye lb meaddy compout at Pim nness Tbo play aloe will be performed &rims lie
Campground in the Loud %Mem Ins Labsearn- Late Areseicsa College Theater restionl at UK lie
weekend of Oct 3641
day,,Saturday and Seaday.Oct. 1$47.
— -Other theatrical experience for the umber Master
A chili supper will be asreed latw
ff 11:36
p.m. at the camp*.of Charlie and aiNsh mum major Includes the role of Prince Desstleesle "Ones
weganmasters, who will be assisted by Rom and Upon A Mattress" and wort in the 'Ewe 1111•117."
both UK theater productions H. aim VMS Mg IM
Sharon Graham. C.W. Jones
presidia
Wilson IS vice president and Beth ViewsNed
is reins In "The Boyfriend." "Godspell" and
"Anything Goss" all Cincinnati Ile yhowee in Part
secretary-uvasirer of the camping club
productions. and 'importance at Being Earnest" at
Playhouse in the Part in Murray

The

CA4F dinner Thursday

Burke featured at UK

Twin Lakers will

Mothers Morning Out
Third night of "On the
will be from 8:315 to 11:30
Twentieth Century" will
a.m. at Good Shepherd
be presented at $ p.m. at
United Methodist Church. Robert
E. Johnson
Theatre, Murray State
Office of Calloway University.
By Abigail Van Buren
For informaCounty Clerk Marvin tion call 7624797
will be closed toCapt. Robert L Waters, Jr., was selected as the
day for movement of
Hazel and Douglas Distinguished Graduate from the U.S. Army Air
computers.
Centers will be open from Defense School, Ft. Bliss, Texas. In addition to his
Mr. and Mrs Greg McCallum, Rt 1. Farmuigton.
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for ac- diploma, the Army presented Mm with a plaque- are
the parents of a son. Derek Aestaa. ireactiate
DEAR ABBY: While driving north from Florida, I Murray State Universi- tivities by the senior award for academic
excellence. A helicopter pilot, eight pounds eight ounces. measertai
stopped in Virginia for gas, only to discover that some- ty Theatre will present citizens.
IMAIIMIE.
he presently is attending a two-month refresher born Saturday, Oct. 1, at Murray-Calloway
where after the last fill-up I'd lost my wallet containing "On the Twentieth CenCounty
course for the Army's new attack helicopter at Pt. Hospital. The mother, the former Glynis
all my identification, license, etc.
tury" at 8 p.m. at Robert
Taken,
is
Events
in
Land
Bet- Rucker, Ala. On completion he will be assigned to on leave Irvin Begley
A week later, I received a well-wrapped package in the E. Johnson Theatre. For
Ones The father is
ween
the
Lakes
will
inBerlin
in
November.
mail. It contained my wallet! And with it was this letter information call 7624797.
onesioyed at Dakota Feed and Grain
clude LBL Natural
His wife, the former Lisa Perrin, and their two
"Dear June: My husband is a truck driver from Kansas.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Frank McCallum
-While he and his co-driver were driving through Virginia Parents Anonymous Resources — Past to Pre- sons are staying with their parents while Robert is of Murray and Mr and Mr. J.H. Tabors.
Sr.. Rt. 1.
sent
from
9:30
yesterday, they found your wallet and its contents scatto 11 a.m. In school, but will leave for Germany also in Farmington A
great-grandmother is Mrs. Laths
tered on the highway. They picked up all they could find; will meet from 6:30 to and noon to 1:30 p.m. at November. Waters is the eon of Major and Mn.
McCallum. Murray
I hope nothing is missing. There was money. In the wallet 8:30 p.m. For information Woodlands Nature Robert L. Waters, Rt. 4, Murray. Capt.
Waters
call
-1087
7534089.
7*
or
was a card indicating that you are an organ donor. There
Center.
received a four-year U.S. Army ROTC scholarship
was also a very touching clipping from the Dear Abby
and graduated from Murray State University in
Harvest Fair Workshop
column urging people to become donors. It was beautiful!
Homecoming events at 1975.
"You must be a wonderful person. My sister had a heart will be at 7 p.m. at St.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Collins, 1307 Peggy Ann Dr .
Murray
State University
transplant, which added a few more months to her life. John's Episcopal Church.
are the parents of a daughter. Ashley 1ADon.
will
include
tennis
and
We can never thank the relatives of the donor because we
weighing its pounds 11 ounces, moasoring 1114 Ingolf tournaments starting
don't know who the donor was.
Mothers Day Out will
ches, born Thursday. Oct 7. at Murray-Calloway
activities
planned
Murray
has
Shrine
Club
for
at
8
a.m.;
basketball
"I also have a young daughter who is on a kidney be at 9 a.m. at First Bapgame and faculty art Saturday, Oct. 16, for the homecoming events at County Hospital. They have two other daughters.
machine three hours twice a week. It breaks my heart that tist
Church.
I can't give her one of my kidneys (our blood and tissue
show opening and recep- Murray State University. Following the parade to Sandy, 12, and Jennifer, 11
The mother is the former Brenda Wyatt The
types don't match) and, unfortunately, her father's kidneys
tion from 6:30 to 7:30 '-etart at 9:30 a.m., a hospitality room for all pararen't healthy enough. But thanks to caring people like Brenda Forelines, p.m.; Agriculture Alumni ticipating Shriner' will be at the Ralph Emerine father is employed at General Tire and Rubber Co.
you, someday someone may be a donor fot her. May God home missionary in Col- banquet at 6:30 p.m.; Col- Barn, Highway 121 North. The Murray State-Middle Mayfield. Grandparents are Mr and Mrs Edward
Collins, Rt. 2, and Mr. and Mrs Freeman Wyatt,
umbia, S.C., will speak at lege
bless you with a long and healthy life." — Driver's Wife
of Business and Tennessee football game will be at 2 p.m. to be
Abby, I hope that you will think this is worth sharing. 10:30 a.m. at Baptist Stufollowed by a social hour at 4:30 p.m. and supper at Rt 1, Hazel. A great-grandmother is Mrs lnee
Public
Affairs
Alumni
People need to know that there are still a lot of generous, dent Center. Al] Baptist
Johns= of Paris. Tenn.
Banquet and Nursing 5:30 p.m. at Sirloin Stockade. Concluding the events
decent people out there who will go out of their way to do women are invited.
Emerine
Barn.
p.m.
at
a
will
at
dime
8
the
be
Alumni
Banquet
at 7
a kindness for a stranger.
JUNE P., MAINE Senior citizens ac- p.m.; musical extravaganza at 7:30 p.m.;
A Chair Caning Demonstration by htartlynn
tivities will be from 10
"Golden Memories"
DEAR JUNE: It is indeed worth sharing. And the
of Lexington will be Friday. Oct 15,from
Sebastian
a.m.
p.m.
to
A
2
Homecoming Dance will be at Murray Country
at Hazel Dance at 9 p.m.
"clipping" that touched that truck driver's wife also
10 a.m. to 5 p.m. in the hallway, middle level. of
Club
Saturday,
on
16,
Oct.
from
to
9
p.m.
1
a.m.
with
deserves another run, and here it is. It originally
music by The Brethren. Each member may invite a University Center. Murray State University This is
appeared Dee. 28, 1977:
guest with the cost being $15 per couple. In charge open to the public at no charge
"At a certain moment a doctor will determine that
of arrangements are Rick and Vicki Miller, Mac
my brain has ceased to function and that, for all
and Judy Fitts, Van and Gaye Haverstock, Butch
Intents and purposes, my life has stopped.
and Jan Seargent, Howard and Freda Steely and
NOW THRU
"When that happens, do not attempt to instill artiBill and Cheryl Whitaker.
fal Mobilo my body by the use of a machine. And
NO V
don'A.call.this my 'deathbed.' Call it my 'bed of life.'
and let my body be taken from it to help others lead Ruth Daughaday of ander, Paducah,
fuller lives.
Murray was installed as treasurer.
"Give my sight to a man who has never seen a president of the Purchase
The Greater Paducah Area Chapter of Parents
Peggy Barnett, retiring
sunrise, a baby's face or love in the eyes of a
Without
Partners will have a general meeting FriChapter
District
of the president, presided.
woman.
day, Oct. 15, at 3 p.m. at the American Legion Hall,
Kentucky
Human
Serwinner
The
of
the
Ina
"Give my heart to a person whose own heart has
vices Association.
Faust Award which goes Legion Drive, Paducah. Guest speaker will be Janie
caused nothing but endless days of pain.
Chrimnan who will talk about "Problems of
"Give my blood to the teen-ager who has been The installation took to a KHSA member who
Overweight."
pulled from the wreckage of his car, so that he place at the meeting on has made the most
An invitation is extended to any single parent who
might live to see his grandchildren play.
Sept. 14 at Patti's significant contribution
"Give my kidneys to one who depends on a ma- Restaurant in Grand to both the organization would like to meet people that have at one time or
chine to exist from week to week.
Rivers.
and the field of social
"Take my bones, every muscle, every fiber and Other officers installed work as a whole during
FREE CLASSES!
nerve in my body and find a way to make a crippled were Renee Suiter,
the past year was anchild walk.
Make your own
Mayfield, president- nounced. This year's reci"Explore every corner of my brain. Take my cells,
Lay,
elect;
Tom
Christma
s Gifts
was
pient
Ms.
Conte
Barnett.
in
today
and
see
oar
serection
if necessary, and let them grow so that someday a
speechless boy will shout at the crack of a bat and a Paducah, vice president; Twenty-two members
Early.
Cornet
see Us At
of workshoes, workboots, wester,
deaf girl will hear the sound of rain against her Mary Alexander, Benton, and six guests were preANN'S
CERAMIC
S
hoots and converse athktk shoes. We
secretary: Nancy Alex- sent.
window.
Now
"Burn what is left of me and scatter the ashes to
Located
also have plane's§ and electrical
the winds to help the flowers grow.
2 miles West of
"If you must bury something, let it be my faults,
repairs and hardware.
641 South on
my weaknesses, and all prejudice against my fellow
man.
Louring Rood.
"Give my soul to God.
New officers for Dexter
492-8869
chairmen include
2206 Celdwater ltd.
7V-2320
"If by chance you wish to remember me, do it Homemakers Club were Other
Mrs. may Denny, Mrs.
with a kind deed or word to someone who needs
you. If you do all I have asked, I will live forever." elected at September June Pritchett, Mrs.
ROBERT N. TEST meeting at Dexter Corn- Ruby Haley, Mrs. Luna
munity Center. Mrs. Ernstberger, Mrs.
"DEAR READERS: Those who wish to become Irene Mitchuson, presi- Patricia Pearson, Mrs.
organ donors may write to: The Living Bank, P.O. dent, presided.
Mary Allen and Mrs.
Box 6725, Houston, Texas 77005. Include a stamped,
Nide Puckett.
Wed Thurs.-Fri
seIlf-addressed envelope, as it is a non-profit orga- Elected were Mrs. 011ie A lesson on "The Look
nization.
Colson, president; Mrs. of Fall" was presented by
"Indicate your desire to will your organs after
Tyler, vice Mrs. Colson.
Charlene
death. You will be sent a card that should be carried
president
; Mrs. Plans were completed
at all times. I carry such a card and feel that there
I. nothing I could leave after my death that will be Elizabeth Puckett, for the benefit supper and
secretary-treasurer; singing on Oct. 1.
of greater value."
ABIGAIL VAN BUREN Miss Maude Woodall, A potluck luncheon was
devotional leader.
served.
$
•
Girls
0-14
Gres/
7-14
Grasp
Everybody needs friends. For some practical tips
on how to be popular, get Abby's Popularity booklet.
Send $1 plus a long, self-addressed stamped (37 WE
cents) envelope to Abby, Popularity, P.O. Box 38923
Sedgefieki- Way the Kid
Wiggles, Health Tex, Levis
BUY
Hollywood, Calif. 90038.

Waters selected for honor

Organ Donors Leave Legacy Harris
That Keeps on Giving

Derek A. McCollum born

Ashley LaDon Collins born

Shriners plan events

Demonstration Friday

Dance at Murray Club

Ruth Daughodoy
named president

PWP chapter will meet

25%
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CORN-AUSTIN

JOHN'S SAVING CENTER

Dexter Homemakers Club
elects officers at meeting

JOHN NANNY Owner

HOMECOMING SPECIALS

GOLD ...
DIAMONDS

•
We hove 4 aneroid vwieties ef
apples straight hew ttie fern te yee
in low, low prices.

We else have fresh apple cider end all types of fen.
fresh reshot evalleile.

`Barndl

Any Gehl Soselpsol
Owedista. Orr.
Meediesa.P•clhol
Wades.Derel Geld

gpH

The Honest Way!
10A-141(-111K-22X

,1P A
I
40t N. 12th

BUY
UY

753-1 214ilby

We'll
Poy You

CASH
NOW!

ARTCRAFT
PHOTOGRAPHY

Open

We ore not "Fly-llyNights's" only is tows
oversight to folio your
mossy. We've beast hosted
is Podecoh for 69_wrors.

DIAMONDS
WANTED

Jeans

112 OfF

7-14 Gros,

Sportswear by Aileen

113 to 1/2 Off

113 Off

School Jackets

Sizes 2-14

Al Wools and Wools
WithLoolloor Trio
/*array, Canvey it Ey.
$42.00-S43.00
Sole $32.00433.00

Dresses
New Fall Cones,

by Polly Flinders &Rath

113 Off

Wert payi05.11 b Sa
per point for is to
Soma
1M pish apish 1 ant

Daily 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.
•

HAVE A
GREAT
WEEKEND

WEDDING-PORTRAITS
FILM PROCESSING
111 S. 1111

Jeans.knickers

heirf,sor,

7he step
fl. A'51W4afl51

1S3-1135

pjj 7 Pas

Chestiest Nile Shopping Coo«

•

t

cadet.

LAYAWAY
NOW AND
SAVE
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PM

Where Low Pt*

Storey's
FOOD
GIANT

PRICES GOOD WEDS. OCT. 141111T1

BEL AIR
SHOPPING
CENTER

WE ACCEPT
U.S. GOVERNMENT
FOOD STAMPS

WEEKLY SPECIAL

R.C. COLA, DIET RITE:.

RM. 2/$1.19
WONDER COUNTRY STY

•

BREAD

OR DE-CAF R.C. 10

29

l

2/89

(LIMIT TWO PLEASE)

8 PK 1602.

WEEKLY SPEC1

WEEKLY SPECIAL

REG. $1.99

Plus Deposit

HOME OWNED
AND
OPERATED

WEEKLY SPECIAL

24 OZ.
SANDWICH

WEEKLY SPECIAL

REG. $1.37
FLAY-0-R101

SUPER INFLATION Fl

REG. 2.89
FLAY-O-RICH

1% LIGHT
MILK

ORANGE
JUICE

tAv-

99

S239

/
1 2 GAL.

GAL.

SUPER INFLATION

SIPER INFLATION FIGHTER

-

AJAX
DISHWASHING LIQUID

1 09
220Z.
BOLT PAPER

TOWELS

79
994

JUMBO

MIMS Of EWE SEA CHUN

TUNA
REG. $1.89
MO'S

6½0L

WISHBONE ITALIAN

DRESSING

EXTRA TOPPING

$ 09

16 OZ.

IVISMION1 FUNGI

DRESSING

PIZZA
'
S

$1 09
1601.

WISHBONE RUSSIAN

DRESSING

$ 1 09
1607.

SEVEN SEAS DRESSING MANY

1501 $1 19

ITALIAN ....16 OZ.

1 19

$

SEVEN SEAS DRESSING GREEN

GODDESS 16oz.

$1 19

NOIMEMIN

NAPKINS...140 a.

69"

LIPTON ONION SOUP

MIX

23
/4 01.

794

SIMI OEM 1111111111111 111..111 11.110.3

WAX TEX WAXED

LIQUID

PAPER ...ioo St FT.

2207.

794

MIX

SUNFLOWER CORN

SWIFTNING

$109

MEAL

S LB.

BUSNIORID

2/99"
69"
$219
$1 59

BEANS .16 OZ.
HERB & BUTTER NOODLE

RONI

'OX.

FINAL TOUCH FABRIC

MOUTHWASH

$ 1 47
1202.

TRIAMINIC
COUGH SYRUP

11

88

MUM 011111

CASCADE .. so oz.

SWUM

NW LOW CALORIE

CHIEZarr5....16
HUNT'S

111151I'S CUT MIMI

MEM INIMIP

39'

39

CLEANER.

$139
1607.
ro •••• mom OM Inn OM MEM NM IMO

I

FAMILY STYLE ITALIAN
so:.
SALAD DRESSING

I

ii

394
I

aimil

ip ann 1111111118 awl OMB am

I

I

-L

SHAMPOO II A HI

STYLE 200
1601. $ 1 9
MOISTURIZING CONDITIONER

I'

SEVEN SEAS

I
I

HERBS & SPICES
SALAD DRESSING
EXPIRES 10-12-82
LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY

L

NNW NM GM NMI 11111111

SOL

3

CASH POT
THIS WEEK WIN $200.0
LAST WEEKS NAME:
Jeannetta Washer, Mur
CARD NOT PUNCHED

SEVEN SEAS

.000.4,4
1•1101

sumplli

I

UM MN all

I

SEVEN SEAS

I

I

FAMILY FRENCH
SALAD DRESSING

EXPIRES 10-12-82
LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY

I
I
EXPIRES 10-12-82
p,LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY

am am um am

•

St,
oreN .1-0(113 (iiiAN1 COI it)($'1./

VIVA RED WINE
SALAD DRESSING

1h1P0

'

op =NB mom num Ems mum

SEVEN SEAS

I I

:

EXPIRES 10-12-82
LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY

I

I

II

I

VIVA ITALIAN
DRESSING

...........
S
k4

r, k

11
$197
1602.

1607.994

pp

an NIAgm mit aim an-

STYLE

DILL

$229

EXPIRES 10-12-82
LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY

10111.111

VT
LAA
SIM
C KO
A
SH
LEE
RS
IAB
-Y.

I v

GLASS PLUS

SEVEN SEAS
01.

va ita

ot

iooci.

BAGS

15 02.69

69" Pon a BEANs.2 89"

WOOD PLUS
MULTI SURFACE

CLEANER...

HORMEL BEEF

PEACHES.. 15 OZ. 2/ 1 °9

VAN CAMP 1602.

1201.

SWEETENER....SO POO-

OZ. $109

LIPTON TEA

EXPIRES 10-12-82
LIMIT ONE PER FAMILY
Mil NM OM EMI OM Mil

401.

SHORTENING .42 OZ.

PETER PAN PEANUT

1807

AUTO-DISH DET.

$ 59

BEANS....IS% OZ4

BUTTER
DOVE DISHWASHING
LIQUID.

NO SALT.... ii OZ.

3002.

SOFTENER..64 OZ.

SEVEN SEAS

• CREAMY ITALIAN
• SALAD DRESSING

O

79' HI-DRY
$489 SALT ALTERNATIVE

COUNTRY TIME LEMONADE

C
ALP°
H;;;17
S.
11172 OZ.2/

HEALTH Et BEAUTY AIDS
LISTERINE

PAPER TOWELS JUMBO

IVORY DISHWASHING

,oz

39'

MIN am awn ins sir owe11=ittli'

-:
.,
'

•
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misrule,.Ortahrir U.IMO

EkesOriginate

NO COUPONS OR STAMPS NECESSARY
RIG Sq‘ EACH

HI-DRY

I

•)

PAPER TOWELS

*

111111111111111r

OCT. 14111 nutu nut OCT. 19TH
r!r:HT
WE RESERVE
TO LIMIT
QUANTITIES

2I39

STOREHOURS-

LIMIT TWO PER FAMILY
WITH SIO 00 ADDITIONAL PURCHASE
EXCLUDING TOBACCO & (WRY PRODUCTS

JUMBO ROLL

EVERYDAY

WEEKLY SPECIAL
S.S.D.A.aeon

MSTPACE

ROUND
STEAK
1159

FRYERS

.394

MIT

INFLATION FIGHTER

•

VVir'-FKi. V SPECIA1
U.S.D.A. CHOICE
SIRLOIN TIP

D.S.D.A. CHOICE
FAMILY PACK

STEAK

29

LB.$2

CUBE STEAK
99
LI.

U.S.D.A. CHOICE
59' NEW CROP
ROAST
$ 99 TANGELOS 6/89"

z

ZIPPER SKIN

)7

60!.

$229 POTATOES.

LB.

BONUS PACK CHICKEN

HORMEL CANNED HAM

SWIFT SIZZLEAN

BREAST

SWIFT

BRYAN JUICY MOO

BONUS PACK CHICKEN

ORANGES..6/99

WIENERS..120i.994

FRANKS

NEW CROP YELLOW

SWIFT CANNED

BRYAN SLICED

79 JUICY SWOT JUICE

15 OZ. ler .tir

1 99

BACON....1201.$1 59 PATTIES ..120z.$169

$259 TANGERINES.6/894

50 P1(0.$ 1

NASH MOWN

994 ONIONS.3 LB. BAG 79's HAM

3 LBS $799

TOMATOES

1 IMM111111111111111

11.79

BONUSPACE CHICKEN

BOLOGNA 1202. $1 39 THIGHS

SH POT
WIN $200.00
EEKS NAME:
Washer, Murray
OT PUNCHED

$1 69 LEGS

69'

DELI SPECIALS
NAM & CHEESE SAND. .99'
.99'

POTATO SALAD

=IANT COk'P

LB.49

394

BAKED HAM

BAKERY SPECIALS

Nal

$1 59
DONUTS

DOI

FRFNCH BREAD

Lom

CHERRY TURNOVERS

794

uai394
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Kentucky medium security prisons get high ratings from notional experts
FRANKFORT, Ky. security prisons are smil- Wins' high ratings
from
I AP) — If the wardens of lag these days, it is an inspection by
national
Kentucky's two medium- because of the indite- experts
The auditing team gave
the
Kentucky State
We are sew heeding lised-osiste41 parfaits bv s hes.
artist, C. Spasm. T'gill Nee Wes pkete's end Ikea paint Reformatory a rating of
96.3 and the adjacent
fres Ike phew,in if prehirved Wag is pew ewe pkete.
Luther Locket Correctional Complex near
Coll or Nee I today to maks
LaGrange was rated 96.6
year appointments.
The Cgmmission on Ac1111 N. 121h
creditation for CorrecMerrily
tions, a private group
funded by various
753-U9S
organizations, carried
out
the audits last weeks.
to
They made judgments
Grooks•bersi
on 465 standards, ranging

from fiscal administration to quality of food.
John Rees, warden at
the reformatoy, said
Tuesday that his staff and
"90 percent of the inmates" are elated by
results of the audit, the
first to be carried out in
this state.
The Corrections
Cabinet will ask the commission to audit its two
other major institutions
— the Kentucky State
Penitentiary and the Kentucky Correctional Institution for Women — in

November.
The audits are a key
factor in accreditation of
the Kentucky prisons and
Rees said there is a practical ahem to achieving
such status.
He said such audits
have been used in the
vast majority at lawsuits
against dates to convince
judges that a state is trying to improve increased
prison standards.
ff the audits allow accreditation for Kentucky,
Rees said, "we begin to
control our own destiny in

JCPenney Days
Sale 11.99 to $56.
Shirts
and Separates.
Sale 39.99. Reg. $60, Corduroy sportcoat with
lower rounded flap patch pockets, upper welt
pocket and center vent. 100% Cotton in men's
sizes. Rust, Navy, Brown, Tan.
Sale $56. Reg. $70. Classic pinstripe sportcoat
of texturized polyester. Grey or navy. Men's
sizes.
Sale $20. Reg. $25. Matching pinstripe slacks.
Grey or navy. Men's sizes.
Sale 13.99. Reg. $18. Oxford Button-down shirt
in easy care poly/cotton. Choose from blue,
white, cream or celery. Men's sizes.
Sale 13.99. Reg. $18. Plaid permanent-press
shirt in assorted plaids. Button-down and
traditional collar. Poly/cotton. Men's sizes.
Sale 11.99. Reg. $15. Gentry shirt for men with
2 button adjustable cuff. Poly/cotton in blue,
cream and white.

future litigation."
Kentucky has been
sued successfully by
prisoner representatives
and currently is under
federal court directives
to upgrade its prises
system, for which an
estimated MO million will
be spent.
"Also as important as
the pragmatic aspect is
that the staff is beginning
to realize they are professionals," Rees said."And
the inmates see a better,
cleaner tmtitution."
Four experts on the
commission spent half
the week checking the
reformatory, with a
population of about 1,400,
and the latter half inspecting the Luckett complex,
built two years ago and
housing 500.
The ratings will be
presented to a panel of
the Board of Commissioners in January and
the board will decide
whether to award or
withhold accrediation.
As part of their review,
auditors check for complete compliance with
mandatory standards
directly affecting the life,
health and safety of inmates and staff. It is
mandatory to achieve 100
percent compliance to
begin getting accrediation.
Then, the institutions
must meet 90 percent of
all other standards.
Corrections officials
said the Luckett complex
achieved this, but at the

tisme at the audit the was the highest awarded

rolionnatery lacked the any prism
deemalidetion necessary
to *sip eillegilieece with
date areeddytbdee.
However, these have
been finished and are expected to be aubstandated within a few days
by the state fire marshal,
officiala said.
Cioid Shuler, deputy
commiasioner for the Indiana Department of Corrections and one of the
auditors, commented
that the Luckett rating

Paducah girl writes to
admired Prince Charles

10

Open 9:30-5
./"*"%.Mon.-Sat.
759-4801

THRU
.

25%

OFF
BOYS DEPARTMENT
STORE WIDE

Sale prices effective
through Sunday.

him suice 1 was in sixth
grade."
After her heartthrob
married Lady Diana, she
became a fan of the royal
couple.
When she learned that
the princess was going to
have a baby, she decided
to send a present. It was a
package of diaper pins
whose heads are leather
holsters that hold plastic
six-shooters.
The letter "W" is inscribed on the pins.
Miss Deming said the
"W" can stand for either
William, the baby's
name,or Wales.
"Everybody told me
that I would never hear
from them," she said,
"but I went out and
checked the mailbox for
months anyway."
Finally, just as she had
given up hope, she got a
letter bearing a London
postmark with Buckingham Palace as the
return address.
The letter was from
Hazel West, the palace
lady-in-waiting.
"Their Royal
Highnesees were
delighted to receive your
gift and are most grateful
to you for your kind
thoughts," the letter said.
The Prince and
Princess ask me to send
you their sincere
*inks:"
... Miss Demingaaid the
letter — soon to be framed and displayed in her
bedroom — will spur her
interest in the royal family. Her dresser is already
piled high with books
about Charles and Diana.
Her big wish now is to
go to Great Britain.
"I've never been, but
I'd love to go," she said.

PADUCAki, Ky. (AP)
— Lisa Deming "nearly
went into hysterics"
when she received a letter from the guy she's
had a crush on for three
years.
All it took to attract the
attention of her prince
charming was a package
of monogrammed diaper
pins for the newborn son
of Britain's Prince
Charles.
The 14-year-old high
school freshman sent the
pins to the prince and his
wife after the birth of
their son, William. She
recently received a thank
you note from Buckingham Palace.
Miss Deming describes
Prince Charles as "so
handsome and good looking. I've had a crush on

We keys a fel Nos of orod mod reimpift mom
dowsers sod nook orf woke!

401
Maple
Court Sq.

A.E. "Pete" Miami,
retired sleety inspector
for the federal prison
system and also an
auditor, said Luckett has
one of the best fire safety
systems he has seen.
Sigmund Fine, director
of the Hennepin County
Correctional Facility in
Minnesota, who beaded
the audit team, said the
40-year-old reformatory
was in excellent shape.

CORN-AUSTIN

Jeut
New!
Country Bar-13-Q
Sandwich Plate

$2.99

Jerry's New Country Bar-B-Q is real hickorysmoked pork, slow-cooked with just the right
spices and served pipin' hot on a fresh bakery bun
Complete with golden fries and creamy cole slaw.
Our new Country Bar-B-Q Sandwich Plate is a
whole 'nother reason to...

Take another look at Jerry's!

JCPenne

46
1
/
1104, RESTAURANTS

Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky
Catalog Phone(502)759-4080

"Goodfood and good service guaranteed."

SOUTH 12th
STREET
•
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Hickory Grove Church of Christ
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Speaker: Jeweil W. Norman
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ON THE TAPE
THAT COUNTS

WI MARV,111111 MONT TO
LIMIT QUANITTIOS AND COIMICT
PIIMITINIG ERRORS.

Prices thru
Tues., Oct. 11,
1182. Quenty
rights resented.

5L., SUGAR
KRAFT•QUART
1 1.11. SAG

MIRACLE
WHIP

MAXWELL HOUSE

USDA CHOICE

STEAKS

COFFEE

$289
$1"

T-Bone
SIRLOIN

With $15.00 purchase excluding tobacco 8 milk
products. Limit one per customer.

LIMIT ONE

THE MEAT

PLACE

THE PRODUCE PLACE....
JUST PICKED

GUARANTEED
QUALITY II
FRESHNESS,

LEAN

FRESHNESS!

PORK
STEAK

RIPE • YELLOW

BANANAS

U.S. CHOICE
BONELESS

WHITE
SEEDLESS

139

RIB EYE
STEAK

FIELD 120Z.

99`

PRO

LEAGUER....

39?

U.S. Choice
Iowa Groin Fod Boot
BONELESS

YELLOW

ONIONS

771
3For59
97;
.2 59,

BOSTON BUTT $1 39
PORK ROAST .lb.
I

3 Lb. Bog

FRESH
FRESH • GREEN

Ea.

BROCCOLI

DELICIOUS•WHITE

COUNTRY
HAM

GRAPEFRUIT

GREEN ONIONS

1"

FRONT QTR L.9 $129

$11 89

CUTLETS .. LB.

HIND QTR.

STEW
MEAT

fir

BOSTON BUTT

1 39

PORK

LB.$

LB.$ gl

29

BOLOGNA LB. V
I

59

ROAST

U.S. 040ICE• BONELESS

For 59

$1
LB.

LOIN

PORK

For

WHOLE BEE*

LB.$

SIDE

Ui$229

FRESH

Bu.

FRESH

SPECIALS

'A MIXED SUM

t

CUCUMBERS

FREEZER BEEF

FIELD SLICED

Lb $21 9

CUT & WRAPPED FOR FREEZER

•

FRESH

CIFTY FARM

COUNTRY
HAMS

GROUND
BEEF

FIELD SLICED

WILLIAMS

BACON

SAUSAGE

FAMILY PACK
3 LBS. OR MORE

19

8 PK •160Z

COKE

LB.
1 99

LB.

LIMIT 2 PLEASE
•

1 La.

POWDERED
SUGAR

PLUS BOTTLES OR DEP
DEL MONTI

$1 29

LIPTON • 100 CT.

DEL MONTE• 16 OZ.

VAN CAMP • 16 02

TEA
BAGS

LIAAA
BEANS

PORK'n BEANS.3For$1 29

DEL MONTE• IS OZ

CATSUP

320z.

RICHTEX • 42 OZ.

SHORTENING .$ 1 39
5 LB. BAG

SEEDLESS
RAISINS

DEL MONTE• 16 OZ.

LES-CAL

MARTHA WHITE

FLOUR

FRUITS

$219

DEL PAONTE•46 OZ.

PINEAPPLE
$ 1 49 JUICE

79,
$129

IGA • 1401.
IGA•18 OZ.

EVAPORATED

MILK

2 For

CORN
FLAKES

, •

GREEN GIANT

*A • v, GALLON
$1

49 1 GRAPEFRUIT or
ORANGE JUICE

99.;

I
s DETERGENT

FAB
GIANT SIZE

1 59

PET RITZ• 2-1"

PIE SHELLS

PAGE
TOWELS
JUMBO ROLL

49c

$

120z.

oz.

KRAUT

59

BANKROLL...FREE CASH/

$70(100

ORANGE JUICE

MINUTE
MAID
PHILADELPHIA
CREAM
CHEESE

BUSH • SHREDDED or CHOPPED

Ft

POWDERED
SUGAR

991 691 991 99;
'PIECES & STEMS
MUSHROOMS
PILLSBURY
4 PACK — 8 OZ.
BISCUITS

I L

WHOLE
•

1 39

69

99

19

89`

SOUTHSIDE $400"
NORTHSIDE $300"

NOW AVAILABLE
EXCELLENT SELECTION
OF HALLOWEEN
PUMPKINS AND
HALLOWEEN CANDY

TO N 151041111 TO WIN I
YOUR CASED MUST N PUNOWD

HEALTH 8 BEAUTY AIDS
GILLETTE

FOAMY

$ 57
BRONZE •5 OZ.
I-I 72
RIGHT GUARD "I. GILLETTE•RAZORS
1 45
TRAC II
sc.

COLGATE•6.4 OZ.

TOOTHPASTE

•OZ.• HUNTS
$ 1 34

FAIMIGE*

ORGANIC
SHAMPOO

99,

I

TOMATO SAUCE

•

4 ..$1

I

with this coupon. Limit ono per I
tonsil), Coupon expires 10/19/82.
No.:Fa
7HW12
L
.
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Uncle Jeff's Health
And Beauty Aids
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SemRaisins
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Moans Baby Magic
sif waft 9is.

Boys Pullovers
Long sleeve knit
shirts includina velours

Baby Bath

Wend seeribms
15 ealre

$ 44

•
•

C
Mouthwash 8,
Gargle

Pepto-Bissol

ure So I
Anti-Perspirant
Unscented

put

Regular or
2 ex.

Mode in U S.A. Premium

Megoiur, nilfirmed er gel
super else 11.2

4 special fesualms to flt
the exact mei if your
Ira Styie I, Style N,Style Ill
a Style IV, 16 es. bottle

•

Shaving cartridges

29

StYlet

40 tablets with
Deaner* lath

POIIDENT

Sal.$ 1 28

N

**WPM

•.1.4111...••••

Sale

Sae

Bags

$ 1 99

$136
II

He
Trash Bags
Fits op to 30 gal.
No. 7322 Sox of 10

Deer Lures

Protects rags a carpets
Set ef 4

Buck Lures:

84
aisin Mit
Fenny Pock
11.22 ex box twis
Ile. 26623
Sam* Ns. 6621
Si
9
0.
choke

Oster Roycine 9-piece
7\ Home Hair Trimming Set
Coandete set everything
needed for trimming
S. styling No. 274-09

$977

MOO •

IN=•11=WeatilnINI
1•1111101•11111114=11/1•04, IBM
.6,

Plymouth Peanuts
Coastrection paper 40 sheets
$ assorted colors No. 1021

•MII.Mie
alia'a•MIA a'•

Skunk
Fox

_QM
.••••
••••1111

•

rat aims.va

Mask Scents:

ABC Tablet

.2.1,1•11SMIc
•INErmill111111Opt
A.S1
I•

Davy Brackens
Tinks
Pete Rickards
Back Step
G 96

lymouth Snoo

ABC`Mak

asw.

=ma
sar
••••••

MU
Gift Wrapping Paper

•
4

15 sq. ft.
Ne. 6925
Peck of 4 Sole 9
6

Nevco
3 Tier Hanging
Basket

.1146/fij

Leaf Pal
Babble Gem
Diamond
Round Toothpicks
Irothpirks

Mead Trapper
Portfolio Notebook
Ile. 29-0960
Date Coster pinening
101111 now
VELCRO'
)inb & films notebook
29-03011
clown!
Scholar Set
Al to ewe hinder
Ns. 29-610S
Fles-3 Carry AN Notebook
Me. 29-5000

$ 09

Sole yeur asks

10

se

Reg. 93.95

Me. 530

Callnpsible Zinc, for
harts, vegetables L *infs.
Ile. 3453

s4.$1 88

Acorn
APIA,
Sweet Corn

Ns. 41090 Se: of $00
Sale

S
•
• -•

4

SC .•/•
If AMIE, .r

—Jackets
—Coveralls
—veils
— Overalls

Vests
Down
AN sines, forest green
04.
Buy,
Sell,

& brews colors
SO 5: Dews
Nether:

ond

Weather Resistant Meiotic
fully assembled

Insulated
Hunting
Clothes

If your ookin'to sell or trade guns,
then we've lookin'for ou

8

NM /*fait, Paine,
Ting A we n
6 .Sex Sole 77

Deny m
Flower

Shop Uncle Jeffs
Sporting Goods
For Your

le Salts

Creme de Menthes

-

Model P 5
/ Shot Sotin
Nickel fmish
Mode In U S noh
I 00 American Mode Polls

2-Wheeler
New split bracket design. Built-in double track
sight with 5 color-coded adjustable sight pins.
Two-way tapered fiberglass limbs
Adjustable draw weight with a 42% drop-off.
Factory set at 50 lbs.. ready to fire with no tuning
necessary.
Features a trouble-free, all-steel, nylon-coated
continuous cable. Non-metallic handle with
modled grip. Marked notching point and misplace Teflon sewing.
Adjustable 4545 lb. Draw weight complete
with sights.

s.,2 4.17C
Nevco Wicker Paper
Plate Holders

•

Raven "
25
Automatic
$5995

Indian Tracker

40 sheets
No. 1804

-

I

Uncle Jeffs Sporting Goods

Travco
Rug Savers

a a4

I-PIECE
TRIM SET

Latch Hook Kits
Christmas
Variegated Yam
Red, White
Green

Reg.$3.99 .
Sole

Wonderart
Crafts
Cross Stitch,
Latch hook
Stitchery,

Sole$88
L.

Sodas Fres
Antesd Tablets

Hefty
Trash

JUST RECEIVED

Reg.$ 4.99

Phillips
Lol-Sol
4$ tablets Sale

1 599

Nylon-Poly_F ii led

Block, Brown
& Navy

'
69

$ 1 79
II

Reg. $19 99 Sole

Poly filled, zip
sleeve, large selection
of colors and styles..

16 el her

for beeatifiri skim

Sizes 4-6*

L)°/0

Ladies Leotards
and Tights

Vlasic Sweet
Butter Chips

Non-Medicated
Cleansing S

Reg.$16.99 Sole $ 1 359

Sizes 714

Denture Cleanser Tablets

Bu -Puf

trf

Reduced

Polident

I.

Girls Jackets

Men's Vests Coats & Jackets

Sale your Alice$ 11 78

seir-28
,4160vr.c../5,
VG.%
ctgo.

,.$3688

I

Style Shampoo

,

ette
Trac II

49

t
Sae

s

ty e air pray
Style I, Style H
St Style Ill

Constructi0f1
Reg 551 99

Crest
Corefr Toothpaste

$1 69
Side

Rowhides•
Men's
westem Boots

$ 08

sung

25%Reg:dce„i

Now

for epset eSsuNise
4 es. WI&

24 ii. heelS.
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Clothing Dept.
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Families seek help from churches; ineligible for federal aid

WillTESSURG, K y.
(AP)- Over SO Letchsr
County families and
businesess which are inla. LEY mAYFIELD K
24i Of.. ; „ I „
eligible for federal flood
aid are looking to (larch
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use these coupons individually or all at once, you can enjoy four
mouthwatering meals for only $5.00. So get on down to your nearest Kentucky
Fried Chickens store and save on the Colonel's Original Recipeor Extra Crispy
-America's favorite fried chicken!
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$125

(Onginal Recipe or
Extra Crispy)
1 small mashed potato
and gravy
• 1 dinner roll
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When you bring home
your favorite Pevely
Products you can always
count on extra freshness and an
extra 'Thank You" or two. But now is the time to

count on some extra
deliCious savings, too!
Extra freshness. Extra
"Thank Vous". And extra savings.
Now that's Pevety Pride through and through!

Available at your favorite food store'
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Coupons good only at starve 11401 below:

1113 Sycamore
753-7101
Murray, Ky
602 S. Sixth St. ,„ - 247-6443
Mayfield, Ky.
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Game 1:Brewers play Whitey Ball,take'l-0 series lead
ST. LOUIS(AP)- Surprise, surprise. The
Mllwaakee Brewers can
play Whitey Ball,too.
The American loague
champion Brewers
eltagpd into the World
Sense with an image of
11111111111r1 who thrive on
the long ball, as evidenced by 216 home runs in the
regular season.
8t. Louis, on the other
hand, got here on speed
and defense, a bunch of
singles hitters assembled
by Manager Whitey Herzog and conditioned to zip
around the bases at
breakneck speed.
So in Tuesday night's
opener, the Brewers put

together 13 singles, three
short of the World Series
record, in a 17-hit attack
and rode the three-ldt pitching of Mike Caldwell to
a lopsided 10-0 victory.
Herzog called it an oldfashioned, beck of the
shack, rump-kicking.
"I'm glad it only counted
as one game," he said.
"I'm glad we didn't have
a doubleheader."
The jackrabbits at the
top of the Brewer batting
order drove the Cardinals
to distraction.
Leadoff man Paul
Molitor set a World Series
record with five hits, all
singles. Three were infield hits and one, driving
in a key run, came when

Joist to make sure their
long-ball image imee't
forgotten, the Ihressen
ales hed a tematies hem
no by esktilkilibel Ted
Sammons ail two4va
triple by liesCI•eibirir.
"It's ides be were II
runs," said Molitor, "but
we still didn't swing the
bet as well as we're
capable al. The awash
know we can hit the long
ball."
What St. Lou11 might
ad have known, though,
was the kind of performance Caldwell had in
his 33-year-old lett MIL

be shattered his bat and msed four St. Louis
locoed the ball beyond the pitchers.
"I jest Mt the ball
infleki.
"It's the first time I've where the fielders
had three infield hits," weren't," explained
Molitor said. "They Yount.
How's that for Whitey
weren't very pretty."
No. 2 man Robin Yount Bell?
had four hits, three of
them singles. Molitor and
Yount drove in two runs
Two Good
apiece as Milwaukee
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wiyesit. 1
aim kw a able."
It breed out Is be eine
all algid long Caldwell
surrendered a amble I.
Derrell Porter in the second la•Mg. • welt in
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SAVE 10
on orders
tot.oling S
or more from
the 1981
Wish Book

Keasons lb Visit Itair Purina' Peed Dealer

Nose through October
19, save 10% on or '
ders totaling US cm
Ofe from the 12
Wish gook - and
that's on top of any
price cuts in the
catalog which appiyi

pair
P;ir
plot

Lone Oak streak broken,
Lakers earn shutout No.3
Lone Oak's Middle
School football team was
enjoying its second
straight undefeated
season when along came
the giant-killers from
Calloway County.
The Lakers shattered
the Purple Gang's visions
of another unblemished
season by blanking the
hosts, 21-0.
Larry Jones recovered
two Oaker fumbles, one
setting up the Lakers' second scoring drive, and
he led the team in tackles
for the second straight
week.
Because of stout defensive performances by
Jones and teammate
Tony Benke, the Lakers
recorded their third
shutout in four games.
Head coach Bill Miller
credited much of the
team's success Tuesday
night to the coaching jobs
done by assistants Pete
O'Rourke and Burch Kinsolving.
Offensive scoring for
the Lakers came from a

Ihelled in his lest twe
abets. he was
ever by limagyer
Knew is the declaim
fifth game of the
Ass•ricaa League
*yens. Ilet he mom
bedi with as airtight,
workmanlike gam•
amine the Caramels
"I wee softies ahead et
the hitters, throwtag
meetly sinkers seri a
back-deer slider,"
Caldwell salt -I felt
strong sad when I get
the.. paned balls in the
tine bob& I get a bot at
permed euelltiesee."

one-yard plunge by Jim- fellow Laker Shane Mormy Jones and a five-yard ris scooped up the loose
run by halfback Bobby pigskin and scored from
Allen who dragged two 23-yards out.
Lone Oak defenders
Miller said the blocking
across the goal for the of Morris, Mike Garland,
TD.
Timmy Morton, Scott
Benke kicked three ex- Cook, John Judkins and
tra points for the Lakers Mike Maness was inand barely missed on a strumental in the Lakers'
37-yard field goal at- success Tuesday. Next
tempt.
week the Lakers play
He also blocked a punt host to South Marshall at
in the fourth quarter and 6:30.
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Murray Middle School
boasts perfect record
Murray Middle School
currently owns the best
football record among all
teams in Calloway County.
A perfect 5-0 slate was
preserved Tuesday night
when the Tigers blanked
Trigg County, 24-0, at Ty
Holland Stadium.
Ed Hendon was the
outstanding player of the
night, scoring three of the
Tiger touchdowns and

passing for the fourth.
Twice he caught TD
plisses (25 and 35 yards)
from quarterback Mark
West and he threw a 40yard scoring strike to
Rodney Skinner for the
game's third TD. In the
fourth period he rambled
40 yards on a reverse to
end the evening's soar-

ikciutinioOSCCaiNg

Save The on 50-lb. bag of Purina'
Save $1.00 on 50-lb. bag of Purina'
Dog Chow' brand dog food- The 91-selling
Pure-Pride° 100 ,200- or 300' brand
dog food in its 25th year of pleasing proud
feeda—nutritionally balanced, pelleted grain
owners and their dogs
mix to be fed with hay or pasture.
Redeem your coupons at participating Purina Feed Dealers:
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Catalog Stores and Sales Agencies

You won't
believe it.

Storewide Appliance

Cablevision:it's television like
you've never seen before!

Sal

27, 1982.
All major appliances in the store on sale now thru October

Save'80
Wards
1.5 cu.ft.
microwave

Watch your favorite stars performing from
. the show capitals ofthe world—right in
your own living room. Dazzling sports
spectaculars you can't see anyplace else.
Terrific current movies, uncut and without
commercials. Smash hits like "Ragtime"
and "Arthur,'exclusive specials, or a seat
at the symphony: that's entertainment
Cablevision style.

Cablevision will help you live
better,feel better.

289"

Because Cablevision is television
designed with you in mind what you like
to do and what you care about,from
nutrition and fltness.e.to how to get more
for your money.

Reg. 369.95
Plus transportation. handling
Cook three different foods
at the same time. Two stage
cooking allows the oven to
shift from defrost to bake
or roast automatically. 4
level power control. Solid
state touch control. 68R8223.

Cablevision isiv you'll actually

IMMI OEM am simi ma ma

56988

349 RR Reg 399 95

Reg 669 95
Pho traMpOrtaloon and hon.:No.9
Ffmtlem model has four rotogorato.
sherves door shohros hold 6-pocks sod
9511005 of mak Tiorlored stool doors
reverse Colors S10 mom 69R1962

Save now at Montgomery Ward. Charge it three

Plus transportation. handling
titectoc range
Sava 860.
has automatic on-off control
Colors. 810 more 68N4321

ways

- GET CABLEVISION NOW!
AND SAVE85.00
OFF CONNECTION FEE
or mailcoupon today.

Uncle Jeffs Shopping Center

mei am ma

YES! want to expand my world with Cableviaion Call me with
more information.

Call 753-5005

759-9777

You'll discover the hidden how's and
why's ofevents the networks only have time
to skim over. Cablevision news digs
deeper, probes harder around the clock,
bringing you the story from the farthest
corners ofthe globe.

Great entertainment the whole family
can enjoy together. Family mow**,
animated features, and educational shows
—from arts-and-crafts to fascinating
nature programs. Fun, informative,
enriching programs for kids ofall ages.
Cablevision. You won't believe it... until
you see it for yourself! So call or return the
coupon

freezer

Save IWO.6 cycle, family sire
washer handles all washables
Colors. SIO more 85N6322
Eloc dryer,85N7332. 249.88

Cablevision'news gives it
to you straight.

want your whole fsunily to watch.

Save'100
18.6 cu.ft.
le irgaT tor

Reg 359 95
299.88
Plus transportation. handling

L

Offer expires in 1.0 days.
Ofk r good in cabled arcs.only- and
applies to non-commerical accounta on I
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Murray prepares for second of three Homeconungs
•

Murray will be invaded
by its ascend of three cossecutive weekends of
ikenecoming festivities
when Murray State sponsors its football celebration Saturday against
Middle Tennessee.
Thet Ohio Valley Conferee.* matchup at Roy
Stinnett Stadium begins

foes rank near the bottom
of the league in offense
(MSU last in scoring oftense; MT last in passing
aflame), yet the Racers
beep the No.1 ranking in
wane defense while the
Raiders are runnerup in
thiamine category.
Thursday at 7 p.m. the
Racers will host a

at 2 p.m. and features two
evenly-matched teems In
not-so-desirable positions.
Both squads will be trying to halt losing skids Murray State has lost
four straight, the Blue
Raider' (4-2) have lost
their last two.
Statistically, the OVC

I • :

•

41
AUTO
LAUNDRY

I
.

753-1331

Trk-

Open Mon. thru Thurs. Open Friday & Sat.
7 a.m. to 7 p.m.
7 a.m. to 8 p.ns.

World
Series
schedule

Closed
Sunday

Pro Football

LOS ANGELES (AP) All-Star game involving
- Former Chicago Bears NFC and AFC Eastern
center Mike Pyle and ex- Division teams is set for
Demedey's Gs
Louis Cardinals Sunday at Robert F. KenSt.
Milwaukee 10 St Louis II Brewers lead
player Johnny Roland nedy Stadium in
NI,1-0
were announced as the Washington.
Tantbre Gams
Nebraska* I &men 4-i
at St. Louis
coaches for next Monday
(Kuper 10),7,M p.m.
enders Gone
night's scheduled all-star
Si. Leen (Assinjar 111-111) at Milwaukee
game sponsored by the COCKEYSVILLE Md.
Vackevich 1114L 7:30 p.m.
Seterclay's Os
striking National Foot- (AP)-San Francisco atSt Louie at Milwaukee, 11:70 p m
ball League Players torney Sam Kagel, was
Senday's(Me
St. Lads at Milwaukee if necessary
Association.
named mediator to begin
3.4I p.m.
The game is to be bargaining sessions aimTesstley,Oct. It
Milwaukee at St. Louie U necessary played at the Memorial ed at ending
the 22-day
1:1Op.n1
Coliseum, at 9 p.m., EDT old strike by National
Wednesday,Oct U
Milwaukee at St. Louis (0 necessary 1, kickoff. The first NFLPA Football
League players.
7 It p.m.

Formerly Amoco Car Wash

We Also Rent Ryder Trucks

753-7362

massive pep rally in
Racer Arena to fire up
the MU supporters.
•.•
Murray High will be the
only local prep school
team in action Friday as
the Tigers travel to
Greenville for a district
matchup.
Tim English's boys in
black-and-gold sport a 4-3
record, but must rebound
from two consecutive letdowns including last
week's 77-7 shellacking at
Trigg County. Friday's
kickoff is at 7:30.
Greenville has struggled through a 14 season,
winning only one district
game in three outings. Offense has been almost
nonexistent for the team
ranked second-to-last in
the six team district.
Only Fulton City,
winless in four league
games, has scored fewer
points this year than
Greenville. Greenville
averages only 5.4 points
per game while giving up
more than 21.
Murray should be an
easy two-touchdown
favorite despite its problems the past two
games.
The Tigers will
celebrate their
Homecoming Oct.22
when the team hosts
Caldwell County at Ty
Holland Stadium.
• • •
Calloway County will
be idle this week, returning to district and conference play at Crit-

114-pound novice division poled novice clew, lifby accumulating 480 total ting MO total peands. His
pounds in three separate breekdewa WOW 300.
lifts. Her 210-pound dead paid deadiiik 1116 block
lift was a personal beat, and 310sepia
her ilia-pound squat
Each individual had to
weight was 20 pounds
heavier than she normal- compete in front of three
ly lifts and although her judges in each event and
00-pound bench was leas two at the judges had to
than what she usually agree on the performance
does it was enough to beat of each event before the
lift qualified. Strict atte*
her competition.
tion was concentrated am
tenden County,Oct.?".
tered the "weaker sex"
David, a former form, weight movement
The Lakers insured myth.
weightlifter in college, and even the proper foot
themselves of a .500
She placed first in the Placed second in the 148- placement
season or better this year
by knocking off Reidland,
20-7, Friday. At 5-3 this
year, Sam Harp's squad
has an opportunity to
record the second winning season in the school's
LAUSANNE, Thorpe, a strapping 6- Carlisle
(Pa.) Institute
three-year football Switzerland ( AP)- The footer, had played
semi- and later played profeshistory.
International Olympic professional baseball in sional
football for Canton
• • •
Committee today 1911. His medals were (Ohio),
Cleveland and the
It's amazing what dipp- restored Jim Thorpe's taken away
and the New York Giants. He
ing ice cream will do for amateur status and will Olympic records
he made his last gridiron apthe ol' biceps.
return to the family of the established were
pearance in 1929 with the
Two locals - David late American athlete the stricken.
old Chicago Cardinals.
and Faye Rogers, owners medals he won at the 1912
Thorpe, who was born
Thorpe, who died in
and operators of the Olympic Games.
in 1888 in Oklahoma, 1953, was elected to both
1890's Ice Cream Parlor
IOC's President Juan played six seasons of
- recently displayed Antonio Samaraneh will fessional baseball pro- the college and profesafter sional football halls of
some muscle above and present the medals to the Olympic
Games, en- fame.
beyond one scoop or two. Thorpe's daughter in ding his career
in 1919
King Gustav of Sweden
The pair travelled to January. "The name of with the old
Boston
said at the 1912 Olympic
the University of James Thorpe will be ad- Braves.
games that Thorpe was
Tennessee-Martin ded to the list of athletes
Thorpe's exploits in "the greatest athlete in
(where they were both who were crowned Olym- American
football are the world" and an
former students) Satur- pic champions at the 1912 legendary. A
powerful Associated Press poll in
day and competed in a games," the IOC said.
runner and excellent 1950 ranked him the best
Southeast regional
Thorpe, who was passer, he scored 25 athlete
of the century's
weightlifting competi- regarded one the finest touchdowns in
1912 for first half.
tion.
all-round athletes of his
Faye was one of only era, won the decathlon
two women competing and pentathlon at the 1912
with the men from across Games at Stockholm.
the south and she shatIt was later found that

IOC restores Thorpe honor

Cincinnati classification
rests in judge's decision

ZiloaPShack
th STORE
Your discount parts supermart

SPECIALS
Celebrate our 75th store with storewide savings everywhere!
Novak,* 10W40
motor oil
Fuel economy tested supreme
motor oil. Limit 5 quarts

Preston* ii
Awe fkareles lbw pries

3.75

ProsSemmt mewl& that. ar

1.00

•
75
w efelairt

Tenor sof east
after
maw*,
Limit 2.
2-gal purchase required for rebate.

2.75

Pram
air filters
For most domestic
cars except Vega.
Buy now and
save. Limit 2.

AM MEM AIM NIL

••• •••••14

• •••• •••••••

2.75
Now 75 stores to save you money!

„to°
.75
Anti-freeze tester
Quick and easy. Make
sum you're protected

.75

21.75

Utility Lantern
Light when you need it
6-volt battery, 219.

Battery terminals
Rep/ace bad battery
terminals now.

.75
STP gas treabnent
Save gas ... save
money. 8-oz Limit 2.

.75
M30 hand cleaner
Waterless lanolin hand
cleaner 1-1b. LiMit2

2/.75
Nuts and bolts
Handy packs for all
th
little jobs.

Open Mon-Sat8 a.m. til 9 p.m.

• According to Galloway
y High School football coach Sam Harp,
Thursday's freshman
football game between
South Marshall and the
Lakers has been cancelled.
The South Marshall
team called off the game
because of personnel
shortages.

Leagners will compete
'
on "I
Friday night instead of
the usual Saturday morning schedule at Laker
Stadium.
Because the CCHS
Lakers will be idle this
week the future Lakers
will play two games starting with the Cards and
the Chargers at 6 p.m.
and the Steelers and
Oilers at 7:30.
Also, concerning
Admission is free for
Calloway football, the both games at Laker
Calloway County Little Stadium.

Knights pace Calloway
Cross country teams
from Calloway County
competed at Fort Campbell Tuesday with the
Lakers placing second
among four teams and
the Lady Lakers losing a
dual meet with Ft. Campbell,

Harlan, freshman Timmy Manning and Paul
Vought placed for the
Lakers.
In the girls' competition, Pam Knight placed
first overall for the Lady
Lakers, but it wasn't
enough to prevent a 21-39
loss to the Lady Falcons.
Melissa Miller, Kris
Miller, Bonnie Hutchens
and Jenny Richardson
were the other Lady
Laker scorers.
Thursday the CCHS
girls host Fulton City at
Murray Country Club
while both CCHS teams
travel to Christian County.
Saturday.

Marshall County placed third with 60 and
St.lViary's was last with
87.
Mike Wicker, Mike

Murray Middle ...
the best Murray Middle
School teams in the
school's recent history."
The Tigers have two
games remaining this
year - Tuesday they
travel to Fteidland (6:30
kickoff) and the next
week they visit Mayfield.

(Continued from Pg. 1B)
with each game and
we're real proud of these
kids," MMS coach Rick
Fisher said. "Our starting defense hasn't allowed a point all season long
and I believe this is one of

•752...*

21.75

Tail or signal light
Rep/ace b/own bulbs
now. Limit 22-packs.

Butane lighters
A/ways keep a spare
Buy now and save

on the university's request for a preliminary
Injunction.
The university is trying
to stop the NCAA from
reclassifying its football
program to division 1-AA,
one step below the bigschool category. The
university contends the
reclassification would
hurt its recruiting,
scheduling, and radio and
television revenues.

CC football rescheduled

Barry Knight finished
fourth overall as the
Lakers racked up 57
points - second to
Ft.Campbell's winning
30.

igrwe

AJ(fl-SWfVII
TESITI

CINCINNATI (AP) A Hamilton County Common Pleas judge says
he'll decide Thursday
whether to temporarily
block the National Collegiate Athletic Association from downgrading
the Univerity of Cincinnati's football program.
Judge Fred Cartolano
listened to closing
arguments from both
sides Tuesday afternoon

Top Quality Picture Gallery 1
5th and Olive Streets

Wiper blades
or refilis - Limit 2. One
blade or two Wills.

Entire Stock

/2

1

off

Open every Sunday
Impress Parts Sorvie•
Express Parts Service can save you money and
time. If you need a hard to find part that AUTO
SHACK doesn't stock, AUTO SHACK will get it
for you promptly.
.

Rot Oar• Thor IIIirrraroty

0/4/0.1r

Any remanufactured part purchased from AUTO
SHACK will be replaced for a period of one year
from date of purchase if under Mane
conditions it falls to give satisfactory serrice.
_

AUTO SHACK'S do-it-yourself center provides
you with all the information you need to get the
job done right, even if its your fitSt Wile You'll
find helpful hints whiCh. Can Save you money and
k.. • •ur Cal runni • lo 'Sr.
Ad prices not good for special orders • Ad prices good tnru Sunday

/ago
/Mack

NOW THRU
NOV.

25% OFF

BOYS DEPARTMENT
STOREWIDE

CORN-AUSTIN
ii

PAdilE141 TIE MILWIRAY,Ky..LEDGER C T1.Wednesday.°sobs.IS. lin

CoasttoCoat
WINGS FOR SAW
Partabie Kerosene Heaters
The number one way to stay warm and save

24888
Sale
Corona 22-DK B
22,600 BTU
Deluxe convection kerosene heater for sole, clean,
convenient heat Feotures include. •Gloss
wool
Wick *Auto Ignition & Shutoff *integral Fuel Tank
•Electric Siphon Pump & Batteries for Easy Filling
Heats up to 800 sq ft. area; 22,600 BTU output.
UL listed 4 I 7-7200

1 1 988

efficient, portable heat

Salo

for just pennies per hour!

/Iledc/In *
TROPIC TM

99.9%

U
Portable Radiant \ •
Kerosene Heater

EFFICIENT!

7 80OBTUs per hour Heats areas
up to 14' x 2CY Space saving circular
shape Deluxe woodgrain finish
Automatic lighting Rugged double
fuel tank construction Automatic
shut-off if tipped or tarred
Dimensions 15'.5" x

//kiddi7
TEMP-RITE 15

18988
Sale

Portable Radiant
Kerosene Heater
15,200 BTU's per hour — hecrts areas
up to 20' x 20' Automatic liohting,
removooie tuel tank, deluxe wood
groin finish. Automatic shut-off if
tipped or jarred

Portable kerosene heaters allow family members to keep the thermostat set at lower levels while enjoying the warmth of the portable
kerosene heater in rooms that are occupied at the time, and assure
emergency heat is available during winter power failures.

WE SELL KEROSENE

FALL FIX-UPS!
supersale
Checked Your Antifreeze?
Changed Your Oil?
Caulked Windows?
Sealed Doors?
Planned Alternate Heating?
Sealed Your Roof?
Insulated Hot Water Heater?
Cleaned Your Chimney?
Installed Smoke Alarm?

HAVE YOU
PREPARED
FOR THE
COLD MONTHS
AHEAD?...

WE HAVE A SALE
FOR YOU!
Sale $1.00
DUCT SEALING TAPE
2" x 10-yds

polyethylene
self-stick sealing tape.
412-0465

S
Vallvollae Motor OM

ale92ST WCIT.

Not lust for reaming races. 104929.
10W40. 766-1317, 1309
20W, 30W, 40W 766-1515. 1523.
Sr
1531

AdCW

POPCORN!
Come in Saturday 11 to 1
We're poppin' up a storm!

Save
50e
onthe chili
people
prefer.
Take a bite out of thicker, richer Armour Star Chili
and enjoy a 5C4 savings on the chili people prefer
2 to 1. The leading national brand can't hold a spoon
to Armour, because. Armour has a delicious
combination of real beef, plump beans in a rich sauce.
No wonder twice as many people prefer Armour to
the leading national brand.

Have a bag on the House!

9"
Sale
Fyrentice
Smoke Alarm

Sale
7988

50e

24-ft flat etep
aluminum
estemplon Whew.
549-6244

TC441IWCW."

CoasttoCoast

•

STORE COUPON

I SAVE

LADDER

Ws Menet

NUM NM MINIM MINN MOP NMI MIN UMW OMB

rsot

• Batton, opereted
• Dual Ionization chambers
• Ul listed and approved by all
stale fire marshal'
• 9-volt balt. Inch/clod
• 455-0469(Z)

Ihry. 641 N.
Central Shopping Center
7S3-$604

OPEN
8:30-9:00 Mon.-Set.
12:00-6:00

. ON2CAN8OF
I ARMOUR*STAR
CHILL ANY FLAVOR.

5o

r

L MIN Min

COOE 002410
111 INN NMI MI

offALER *ware imilliettsed to
act as enrage*far tedeleglkwi
of vie moos nose milmliure•
You 104 Mabee else Ow 74
tender* when nehmessied web
ouschme ofspeeded band bv
, I
ie411
nort
consumer MAO Were erpri
or reguleled
vete 1/100
cent Or*one emote
OW cam Ow melons el ow
esperee Ateasireld.
IlsoII.Ilbe Ogg NC 2711111.
011s.Neese mane coupon pew
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This Ad is Good Oct0

SHOP 81 COMPARE

HOW

YOU

SAVE

AT

---- SEE

BIG JOHN!

GARDEN FRESH PRODUCE

dyde Park

POT
PIES

Purex

6 oz

284.
Crest

SPAGHETTI

iso, 29'

MOTOR
OIL

GELATIN

of 69'

$299
251B

Hyde Park

LONG GRAIN
RICE
com,
WAX
PAPER

LB

38'
BAN
ROLL-ON

r7z $159

BI

11

PAGE S-R THE MAAR It Al 117 LIEDGE11 41 TINES.111 rearthipsy IMAM"13.

Pt1RF X

PURI X

ThraOe'r 19

MI6 Mead Sae

PRfflE
NIX ( ILI Or Niro) Ls.94r

114 Jska Sew Twav

CHUCK
STEAK

LI.

$139

( WILMS '1"
Mg Ma Sitar hailer

BEEF POT
ROAST

YOU GET
ONE

FREE
BONUS
STAMP
FOR EVERY
DOUAR YOU

Sig Ma Ivor Tea&

ARM SWISS
STEAK

SPEND AT
BIG JOHNS

CHECK OUT THESE VALUES AT BIG JOHNS
Hunts

Keeblpr

VELVEETA

KETCHUP

VANILLA

Glad

WAFERS

Ragu

LAWN
BAGS

Alpo

Kraft

SPAGHETTI
SAUCE
is

Personal Size

Green Giant

IVORY BAR
SOAP

MUSHROOMS

Golden Gram

21

WORY
UOUID
Purew

TOSS N'
SOFT

oz

BEEF
CHUNKS

14

oz

Sweet Sue
24 oz

Banquet Per ll Or

7 1/4 oz

APPLE
PIE

VI

I

V°

CHICKEN &
DUMPUNGS

MAC &
,
I
CHEDDAR

20 oz

39'
V°
89'
89

Everfretil

Nabisco

NUTTER
,
v
v BUTTER

12 -,:

$119

13

GLAZED
DONUTS

14 oz

ti19 1?°‘
11

IT
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k
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You Won't Believe
he Bargains Y
Can Find In Our
Classified
Section
The Murray
Ledger L Times

"
I, • KVA NIKO MOINE; smor Ole INJO NS3k1

V

4,4
FRITTERS

2.1M110/

E OF E 9
en DOME
cAxE
$129
COFFEE
CUES

129

Lee K. Nelson
Land Acquisition Specialist
Wildlife Division
Kentucky Department of Fish & Wildlife
Resources
No. 1 Game Farm Road
Frankfort,Kentucky 40601

BROW
Cot Om

FREE

Free admission -Mini
Gospel Singing Convention Sat., Oct. 16
beginning at 7p.m. 4

FREE

502 N. 4th
Murray, Ky.

753-3251

torious
33 Three-toed
sloths
34 - a man
35 Rips
37 Gratuity
38 Church
bench
39 Identical
40 Limb
41 River in Italy
42 Soft drink
44 King of birds
47 pacts,
51 Land measure
52 Toward shelter
53 Hard worker
54 Poem
55 Unwanted
plant

56 Corner:

9 Oslo coin
10 Algonquian
57 Males
11 Superlative
ending
DOWN
17 Behold!
1 Cubs or
19 Printer's
Bears
milesum
2 Exchange
22 Chicken
premium
24 Hebrew
3 Word with
month
line or out
25 Apportion
4 Fireplace
28 Sluggish
27 Decays
Part
5 Shallow yes- 28 Brainstorm
29 Underworld
sal
6 Reach
god
.7 Spools
30 Tear
8 Strikes out 32 Took from

33 Goal
38 Morning hr
37 Kind of bullet
38 Form of persecution
40 Make suitable
41 One of the
Kettles
43 Else
44 Slave
45 Mine vein
46 Paradise
47 Cry of crow
48 Spanish
cheer
49 Born
50- the line
11
1 24 MAUI"10

iuu

10-

CAKE OF TIE WM

/3

1
I
Moe 5 adortes? Cal
759-4444 for an inspiration, message ti
brigldiern yew day.
Childree's tips 7595.

RUR
UUU'

wum uuusuuuu'7
WURUR 22 ORRU
23 24

25 26

Reg $1900
NOW

17N
GOLD & SILVER
WHOLESALE
JEWELRY INC.

It's niJ3-1 too soon to
your
hove
Christmas. portraits made. Call
this week.
CARTER STUDIO
753 8298
.; 00 Mo.,

CI ANTIC
YARD SALE
Thursday Oct. 14
from I till 4.
907 Vine Street
auto harp, lawn
mower, lots of
glassware, lots of
good winter clothes,
certain: and drapes,
toys. Lest sok this yew
'yowls.,efts cheep. Leis
of ow Its.,.

NIGISTEI
NOW
Frse Irmo* it

GOLD & SILVER
illh1UUR °
WHOLESALE
'
111•
IA
JEWELRY
Iii WWI MINI
RN
'
ofropiclkiii;)
1.1 INN ki II IN
Values up
ll 0 "0
to $300
DRAWING NM
5
•
'
•
OCT. 9, 1982
53
Wi
HRS.9-9 Doily
#
14 Sunday
hiuuu 56
NE WORKED ON IT FOR
THREE GAYS, BUT
THEN HE GAVE UP...

WHAT MADE HIM
DECIDE TO GIVE UP? 0

CARD Of
THANKS
Fret* and Ida J.
Mao wish to aspen their ion @predation for the help
they received when
their bees. bunted.
Frank Ida be Welker

5. Lost and Found
Lost: white fiberglass
top off motorcycle
saddle bag. Somewhere
between Mayfield and
Crossland. Call 498-8324
or 498-8231. Reward.

6. Help Wanted
college graduate-Multi
Billion Dollar Company
expanding its sales
force in Murray. Excellent career opportunity.
All fringe benefits. No
travel. For confidential
interview call Garon
Allen 759-9480. Monday
12 noon-5p.m. Tuesday
8a.m.-5p.m.
Experience body man,
Cali 753-1596.

9. Situation Wanted
Will do house or office
cleaning, we do windows, reasonable rates
and references Call
437-4712.
Will do house cleaning.
References offered. 4362292.
Will stay with elderly
lady in her home, doing
,cooking and light
"*ttotttework. Call 436'5885.

10. Business Opportunity
Coin Laundry equipment. Washers, dryers,
changer, etc. Sell as lot.
502-395-5641, ask for
Jim

HE CEMENTED THE HANDS
OF 1415 WATCH TOGETHER!

„

DELI

DELICIOUS FOODS PREPARED
FRESH DAILY!

MAR,K
LA

OKAY! T ME ro
GET SOME WORK
PONE!

OKAY! T)ME TO

GET SOME

WORK

PONE!
::‘,•ts

•

•

SNACK PM

BOILED IIN4

NO,BUT I5Pur THREE
SEAMS TRYING TO
KEEP IT

is $349

B.B.Q.
SANDWICH 99

Good used baby
Call 753-0294

crib,

A 1 condition Electrolux
vacuum cleaner with
power nozzle and all
attachments will sell
cheap with 1 yr.
guarantee. Call 753-4801
between 9:30-5 p.m.
Amania 18 Stor-More
freezer $250. Call 7591658.
Ashley wood stove for
sale, new with jacket.
753-2987.
For sale: Sears color tv,
8 years old. Good condition $175. Call before
2p.m., 753-5543.
For sale: beautiful
knotty pine cedar chest
$65. Call 753-4178.
Ladies full length
leather coat size 7, 165
deep brown in color.
Ladies short fake fur
jacket size 9, tan in
color $25. Like new.
492-8130.
Marlin Model 336 C 35
caliber rifle, Weaver
K2.5 scope, quick adjust
sling, mint conditron.
762-3491 before 4:00.
489-2317 after 4:00.
REPOSSED SIGN/ Nothing down! Take over
payments $5 8.5 0
monthly. ex8'flashing
arrow sign. New bulbs,
letters. Hale Sign.
1-800-227-1617, Ext.667.
Sunbeam ice machitle-,
new motor, excellent
condition, makes
crushed ice. $900 or best
offer. Call Mark 7539786.
TRS-80 Model III personal computer with
cassette recorder. 48K
memory. $875. cat!753-013.
Wurli zer Spinet Piano,
excellent condition, oak
finish, three years old,
$950, also Boss wood
stove with exchange
and a fan, used three
seasons 1375. 489-2823
after 3p.m.

16. Home Furnishings
Carpeting for sale
slightly used, blue plush
and gold shag,
draperies, light fixture.
Microwave, like new,
Tappen range, Tappen
side by side refrigerator
freezer, harvest gold,
good condition. Call
753-2248 or 753-4373.

ELECTROLUX
Your home is the best
place to see why we're
better. Free pickup and
delivery. We repair all
makes of vacuum
cleaners. Bill Farris 118
Riviera Ct. 753-3639.
Kirby Sales & Service.
Call for free home
demonstration. No obligation. We repair all
makes. Free inspection.
No labor charges on any
cleaners. Full line of
parts in new and used
vacuums of all makes.
Court Square Murray.
Call Dale at 759-4801.

11. Sewing Machines

10-13

4000 Ford plows, disc,
cultivators. 753-6520
after 5 p.m.
766 IH Diesel Tractor
with TA also diesel plow
and disc. 489 2425.
Tobacco Strippers,
Gore Mechanical
tobacco stripper,
gasoline model $795.
Electric model $875.
Call Jerry Atkins, 753.407.
Tobacco tractor C
Farmall. Real good
condition with
cultivators and breaking plow. Henry Burton,
Lynnville, 382-2322, 38229110.
Wheat Straw. Call 7538156 or 753-6401.

n Nankai

CLIP& SAVE

'1 Off
Big Johe's
Plus
Jot dlisims Anse
To: oppoi.•64. to
x4it
Ia...4 .'SIG AWNS s.

•.1" ES

14. Want to Buy

19. Farm Equipment

99'

1.11

For Sal* by owner, 4
acres completely fenced, horse barn, well,
excellent building site,
will consider partial
financing. 753 9571

For Sale: $200 used
Singer Touch and Sew
sewing machine and
cabinet. Special ZigZag
With 8 fashion discs. All
other ittachments included. Like new. 7537217 after 5p.m.

VP,

2 Neel Chicken
1 Pow) Lag
1 Roll

13. For Sale cc Trade

17. Vacuum Cleaners

WHENEVER YOU ASK FOR
SOMETHING, ALWAYS
SAY "MAY I"

Big John's

Private pilot ground
school beginning Oct.
18, 1912 at Mayfield
Airport. Class will most
on Monday and Thursday evening 7 00p.m.
until 10 00p.m in six
sessions Call 502-2476$66 for registration
information.

15. Articlesfor Sale
Ia.selection 14kt.
GOLD(AIRINGS

Illyapit Plaza
HRS. 9-9 Deily
1-6 Seeley

CROSSWORD PUZZ1fR

MY DAD 60T SOME MORTAR
AND SOME BRICKS To TRY
TO MAKE A BARBECUE... _

STOP IV BM JOHN'S BRICK
OVEN BAKERY IN YOUR LOCAL
III JONN STORE AND
RIMER EACII WEEK FOR A

SHIRLEY FLORIST
and
GARDEN CENTER

2. Notice

ACROSS
1 Flap
4 Mast
8 Medicine
measure
12 The self
13 Top of head
14 Time periods
15 River island
16 Understanding
18 Choral composition
20 Century plant
21tt) sly
-22 TOW& Word
23 Scottish caps
27 Edge
29 Lair
30 Revolutionary
31 GI green
32 Emerge vic-

French

Now is the time to
flowering
plant
bobs. Available now

2. Notice

OLIOU OM MUM
UBOM EEC [MOB
COMM COMM
NUCCO
MEMO
DUCE GUM
CVO MAW OGG
CIL
GOU
CB
ECM [MOM UM
CUM MOO
MECO
BOUM
UCCUOU UMUCCI
GAME MU IMOD
MICE GEN CUM

AAA Cast•mi
Cabinets
losobasoes, Matches, Cede
Cabinets etc.
Ressesabie
436-2566

3. Card of Thanks

HAYRIDES
Hayride, weiner roast
Hickory Lane Stables
759-4.588 or 753-2637.

Answer to Tuesday's Punk

Inumediete *pekes for in 3 to
11 shift Sopervisor 18 bed Istormseadiate care
facility, NI company benefits. Apply in penes at
Manor Inc.
Mills Manor Drive
ens West Broadway MeyfieW Ky.
FOE.

A MI MAO 101111 .111

N FROM RIG JOHN

B I K OV

6 For 99
'

80/ Oft

Kentucky Gospel Music
Assoc., hosted by the
Prophets from Coldwater
Featuring the
NeighborS from Benton,
The Watchmen from
and The New
Creations from
Metropolis. Held at
Cherry Corner 5 Vs
miles south of Murray,
just off Hwy 1215, next
to Hicks Cemetery.
Plenty of parking. Records and refreshments
avail/Ale. Only 225
chairs available, please
bring your folding
chair. Watch for signs
on Hwy 121, 5 miles
south of Murray. For
further information call
759-4600.

The Kentucky Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources will hold a public hearing
to receive public comment on proposed land
(acquisitions in the Kalerd Bottoms section
of northeast Graves County. The purpose of
the acquisitions will be to establish a new
wildlife area at this location. The meeting
will be held on Thursday, October 21, 1982 at
7:00 PM CDT at the Mayfield High School at
700 Douthitt Street in hiayfieldd, Kentucky.
Persons wishing to speak to this issue may
do so at this meeting. The record will be kept
open until October 26, 1962 for those wishing
to submit written comments. The latter
should be sent to:

CI"
211.

2. Notice

31CP
11.

quartets from Me West
PUBLIC NOTICE

BIG JOHN'S
BRICK OVEN

•

2. Make

1. LIM Notice

1.1-19,1

31E"3IE

Of, < 0%111.0

war

IG I IJ 10IH NUS

FRESN FROM A.ANN'S
BRICK

OVEN IIIKERt•

INFEAT1ON
PRICES

J

"ANI4141-5 ANI7 MEN5„FOR
,
PILE0 LIKE ar...
THE work-QUEEN CC
KULA-KCJ!

On NOW, key,
save, Majestic,
car stereo.
Werid of Soon
753.5863

1

rxcE 7-1 THE*I.4

•
12. Musical

,Hy.. LEDGER a TIM>, Woameeisy.OrIeher LL tIN

NAgibk
N.Ifsillaesim

Allicilmsass

CAR STEREO Pioneer,
Kenwood, Mar•ntz.
Mitsubishi, Sling0. Professional installation.
Sunset Boulevard
Dixieland Cernkr
Chestnut St. 7534113.
Clarinet for Sale.
Wooden &pleat. Exceltent condition. Will sell
for $200 753-71108. ask
for Christine
For sale: 2 year old
hddrie Sfer00 system
excellent coodltion.
Yamaha CR420 rot delver, *Erni auto turntable. Genesis 1 plus
speakers MS. 753-1217
after 5p.m.

eF
L sorso
i
Pahlt
AMMO

2213 Gatesbertough.
C-oone in Friday October
15 for sale el lieusieteN1
furnIShing, Broyhill
Proomior minter bedroost suite, spanish
MOO. Miles girls proviecial bedroom suite,
Broyhill Dining room
Suite, table with 3
extensions. 6 chairs and
server, crystal OMAN&
den furniture, geld and
welt* couches. White
uniform size 12. gray
winter coat Bicycles
Romper R 10, black. 10
'Peed girls yellow bike.
Scorpion boys bike.

Fiber glass topper for
long bed import pickup, also 1967 Chevy
excellent condition
PIANOS & ORGANS needs engine. may consider' riding MOVier in
trade. 4911-1335
Nes Console & bench
Firewood, delivered
by LOVIREY
and stacked, $30 a rick.
Call
753-9101
Reg. 51,795(1 only)
Firewood cut to order.
NOW $1,288
$30. per rick. Call
436-2292.
Now Spinet & bench
walnut finish (only /
For sale: firewood oak
by KIMBALL
and hickory 530 a rick,
with discount for more
NOW $1,088
than 2 ricks. 753-151.5
after 5p.m.
'BALDWIN -The best
con
sl
z(
e
'
)(only I),
KEROSENE
at
HEATERS. Buy now
NOW $1,688
and save! MO BTU,
$119.99; 9000 BTU,
OUR TOTAL INVENTORV 5149.99;
9300 BTU
REDUCED. WE TAKE ALL
$179.99; 9300 BTU with
REASONABLE OFFERS!
fan, $212.99, 11,500
BTU, $179.99; 19,500
BTU, $219.99. Wallin
Hardware Paris, Tenn.
HAMmOND "used3 to choose from
King, automatic wood
$788 to $2,988
heater, delux cabinet
with lift off cook surface
WURLITZER "used'
top. Brick lined fire box
3 to choose from
with cast iron grates
688 to $1,188
and doors. $249.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris
BALDWIN "usedTn.
3to choose from
OREGON SAW chains,
$288 to $795
3it" pitch for 16" bar,
$7.99; 20", $8.99. Wallin
MANY MORE
We service what we sell!
Hardware Paris, Tenn.
Stove boards heavy
lined 32in x 42in $12.99,
36 x 52 $17.99. Walien
Hardware Paris Tenn.
Wash machine, excellent condition. Call 7532823 after I PM.
Wood for sale. Delivered anytime. 4742274.
Wood stove with thermostat and fan. New
$450, sell $250. 436-2361._

SALE

MANS*

Ma

Ak
appliance sad
ralipseasies earvise. AM lorsois.
75,-1322.

AIOVING
SALE

Peer

Cgalial
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twc
4
11
V X 3110 1:0
Iirtliel4111.1e1
aIII*1101111.1
Dmitmelirs1

00

NANO
of lee cit.
, for *OM
sooppire companfoons.
For Wailed itallordaw
non call lama tuft

Assoc. MIMIC

IhNiestrists

Jane as IC-Mart bal 11111
cras7-7717.

name.
Indrawn 7 * acres. 7
WM Howls Civic. 45a
"WOW Earl. 436-111n.
For solo Or Wad* for
1111 VW Rabbit best
Mod.

Fir Rot
bcux 2 bedroom, central gas and air, brick,
large, private kit by
owner. Call 759-4937.
One and two bedroom
apartments, available
In November. Embassy
Apartments, 753-3530.
One bedroom apartment for rent. Furnished. 7534730, after 5
p.m. 753-6946.5.
One bedroom furnished
off street parking,
private entrance, no
pets, inquire at 503 N
6M or call 753-300! after
5p.m
Two bedroom apt. $100
per month, water,
stove, refrigerator furnished. Phone 753-7874.
Lynn Grove Ky.
Unfurnished 2 room
apartment for 1 person.
Private entrance,
utilities furnished. 2
blocks from MSU. 7538558 and deposit
required.

hi. Oct. 15
6-4

121 11. semis
fres Mimesis

I Bedreato Western Cedar Name on
two acres. VOW of Ltnot
Grove. 123,1100 Cell
7S3-3746.
If yew-meg•3 bedroom
holm, AMA astra in
corn* la make port of
rout osymsnt. Take a
look at Slit one. extras
7S3-390.
Mows into the country

al apt Mai
Irla girt.
211 211 21

101.1111111
ilr-P77776-7

936 Cadillac Sodom SIIV ICI IIasinioro.
DoVille, till power
AMP/A. IMPres Cl. new Wilrlpoot 36 years
ouperlolice. PM% sell
Hins and Wier,. so
MEW condition_ Call service Saw HOW

am-

SAINIESALE
SEIBIPAITY

4111111111111110,

11/7 News

Choc Ac
ancellaM boildlog ISIS Wild Me selloogs.
or May Mare salidlol- ~Ow liessot netdeem
Mei MI ailitetlia OS- Ss sans se 1614 Mi.Can
wdopiegol. CIty weft • 1 anwrirs. Ity M.
or
I6 eveNSIMIli awl snr cell7/34517.
lets aegis at
Oaloalied 'format Isia; 147 MOS *scone*,
Ceildltlite $3105. Cal
division is NO

Bib's wasatencis Sir
vice 701 1 Ho 51
S 3
4071.

1111111111(1111Mo I
mei V in y
Maw Call 7w.nt cow
IBMS at
•trim
Is.sn
191111 Terertado. low owli. Call MOM alter
mileage. excellent
condition, holly sqvics
pm.10.095.753-0007.
NM. Design MBE ?SS
413,

IL Vol Tricks

SIRTKI
TRICAL AND
PIONISINO
IIPAISS AND
MU PIMPS.

C
..1
WW1 114!
eieleeNtel Hier NOW 41/1•0
INS COW,el aw New
SWIM lierVere ewe rep
an NINA
Casscries owl Ono
b•1111010afs fag.
eaftilmai drive ways
1$11119•1•11. WOW* and
Preis es
"HON CPR
ISIS IIITHAATII$ 0.
All a 110•16111 PAO*
sis. oar's**. aos Nor
nom Larresios
"
P
Canrriaomw POW)
Peace WON ai hews
MO Call Seers in II10
Mr MIN ostimate sir
tsar

rep vas

LL PROD
433-4152
Labs Roarapormiro ikas
cosentroors.
ay
sessocos rolosirso us
1141
Urals*/ olectriciait ir

ministate al tied ceat
onorcis. 14•etthe and
aircoodition, gas in
ft41101011 and ropeir
PRIM 7$3 P's
Need were in v•ala
trees) Teeming. forge

WIS. sheete$ colledift
1065 Ford pick wp. 6
removal and mere Cal
and live in this Oder cylinder, straight Wet.
1110veit'S TREE
well-built home. 3 be- 753-7301 125 p.m.
SERVICE f•r Pre
drooms, dining room, 1179 Dodge 4 wheel
Saw, May Md. obis Mr
leSSignal trim care MILL OR whoa and
and basement are fiat Drive Adventurer Pro- Free Estimates
sow it••• dm It diis sems extras
Satisfied references 73:14131 or 7134M
Midi/ CARININill Well
this sPector 42,000 milts.
in bus, snits, ilosueser
vow' Steam or Quick 4611111HIMMIHM1111111111111P Drilling WICSANNI Tei
aluminum sided 1 VI AC, new tires. AM-FM
O rr Cleaning
Issas, dab« fedi, story home offers.
irreoation
Track Stereo. P$, PS
thresigb
leelky
01111 commeesiai eel
House has central gas 55,500. Call 7534046 (upholstery Cleaning
Lee's
Carpet
Clearing
Uses. Ism ti abs. Insmi.
WITme
heat and sits on forge lot after 5:311.
7S3-SaS7.
Coos sae maw
with garden space, fruit
A$(MINTO We
Campbell's Tree Sec
tries and mobile home $1.
leek* wet beseatent
vice Topping, trim
Ors work completely
hook-up. Located lust 5
essmoil
minutes from tovon on Mini Meter Home. 1 Ion Ting, removing. Fell
Oviironlited Cell or
%NA.
an
write Morgan Cori
major highway. Very dodge classic, Deflect insurance. Call I 527
Mosideeiled. Ilesel
Wiection Co lee I Be'
good condition and condition, loaded with 11,16.
Pwiss & Thema
referesses. Cd1 IMO
OM A. Padwcolt ar
priced right! 136,000 all extras, must see to Chimney Swoops Call
appreciate
.
Shady
lemma
Oaks
with more tenclable land
dint,or call I aM mphi
now to Secure an ep
719-1711 an
available. Call Spann Traitor Ct.
Pointment 435 1311 Or
tool[stets
WM tie plumeing arel
753-111176.
Realty Assoc. 753-7724.
763-4792.
reefing, heating re
Softbsids Coort Sq.
lairs. painting Call
ONE YOU DREAM
Money, toolocky
W2211
ABOUT: 3 bedroom
RON
SAMSON
751-4451
brick, 11
/
2 brick, quality
Sharpen hand saws.
Nis
ANA HMSO
construction on 21 acres
-. airtilng-Orsasirnaniblog• circular saws. and
At CENTURY 21 of good tendabki land
corm saws 7S.1
20 years copseisnas. Cornmerclai
Loretta Jobs
Real
Residential Interior
A nice quiet 2 bedroom, tbrs...Rediscover the with substantial road
Wind
Room
war
E xterior Farm
2 bath furnished house teens!... Price range, frontage on two paved
spasisby.
B uildings 25 years
with washer and dryer. that is...This ex- highways. This is an
experience
Trenton Ilsolleg Al Types, IS
$200 per month plus ceptionally neat two- excellent investment
SOMAS
for now and in the
deposit, 753-9213.
piers samisens, dl
bedroom home In town future. Located
ROOS CO.
east of
Feint
Christian family desires has just been Murray and lust reNil spormodis bps
ing Controctor
754.6127
Ex
to rent a 3 bedroom redecorated -interior duced to
Periettced Interior and INlowars. 4411-214.
$63,900 for a
WM.
home in Murray or out and economical quick sale. Don't
exterior
delay,
341-1•03.
Mayfield Road In a aluminum siding exter- call
GENERAL NOME estimate"
Cia
nIlt"753114r"
today. Offered by
6116
REPAIR. 15 rears VC •
reasonable price range
ior - plus low -low Century 21, Loretta
7
Perience Carpentry,
753-7262.
utility costs for your Jobs Realtors. 753-1492.
concrete, plumbing,
Four miles west of budget and fenced yard Owner transferin
g
must
roofing, sliding
NO
Murray 3 bedroom, no for your children and sell. 3 bedroom
l'At bath
JOB TO SMALL. Free
pets. $225 per month, Pets. Dial 753-1492 now on beautiful
wooded
lot.
estimates. Days 471
deposit required. 753- to start your House
Call
completed In
901-5542359, nights 474-2276.
investment.
4406, 435-4119.
1912, new appliances,
Gutter Repair. Will
8221 deb Of
Three bedroom near
drapes, blinds and carrepair and clean out
Kenlake Resort, carpets. $43.000, 1611 Oak
S114•7142 eight.
gutters cheap. Call
peted, water furnished,
Hill. 753-5014.
753-71112.
baseboard heat, wood
SAVE MS buy direct
1981 Bucharteer, 244 x 44, heater. $195. Call 442Guttering by Sears.
from
owner
3
or
4
three bedroom, 1 Y2 5647.
bedroom brick. 1 1/2 14ft. Bass boat 70ttp Sears continuous gutbath all electric, dis- Three
ters installed for your
IIINeraer I.Cost
bedroom
2
baths,
bath.
1690
sq.
ft.
TVA Mercury TOW
Has specifications
hwasher, shackled roof, cdrpe
Call
ted, magi'anut,
trolling
10S1.141101. 544‘..lidinsortt.
motor and
OWNewri
-oteraililrwm
brown niaioniti
central air. Walk to
noes 757-3914
depth finder, t gas Soon 753-7310 for
753-1193.
.1
12 X 16 deck. 753-5671
estimate.
1112 Ciddiseler Mod
MSU. $3543 a month.
tanks
*1600. 435-4400.
Two bedroom
before 5:00 p.m.. 15/- 753-3006.
Iteresky 42071
aluminum siding home, Complete Bass Rig, 1911 Insulation blown in by
8323 anytime.
(M2)752-1
186
Three bedroom 1st floor
1 block from University. Ranger 150, like new 193 Sears TVA approved
Anytime
Thin. Rockwell table
apartment 1602 Miller.
Just remodeled. Open hp motor and Ranger Save on those high
saw, 10ft. aluminum
JOlt.111111011
Phone 753-2403.
Sundays. 203 S. 15th trailer, graph, 2 depth heating and cooling
braker, Sears miter A 2 bed room , newly
anew
Street. Call before 2:30 finders. Must sell. Call bills. Call Sears 753-2310
Three bedroom house
for free estimates.
saw, tube fireplace furnished, Shady Oaks *for
USSIMPOIll
&
p.m
weekdays. 354-8622 after 5:30 p.m.
rent $225 per month.
insert with fart. 436-2802 Trailer Court. 753-5209.
K & K STUMP REMO
or
759-1888.
154-6561.
tail 753-6129.
after 5p.m.
VAL. Do yOU need
Near Murray 2 bed CENTURY
21
Loretta
-Two
bedroom
brick
stumps removed from
Custom firewood all room, furnished with
'home full basement, 1 Jobs, Realtors says
your yard or land
hardwood $25 per rick house furniture. Real Mock
from hospital and "Thanks to you for a 1980 Y2125 Yamaha, Appliance repair work cleared of
stumps? We
delivered. Call anytime nice throughout. 759
Middle school $225. Call tremendous September excellent condition. 753- all brands. Specialize in can
1305.
remove stumps up
354c85.91L
in
selling
Property.
Our
7534900.
7301. 12-5 p.m.
Tapped Call 753-5341 or to 24 inches
below the
office closed out 16
Two bedroom partially
1980 Yamaha 400 154-6956. Earl Lovett.
ground, leaving only
properties
SURPLUS VEHICLES
in
Septem- Special with
furnished house for
Bob's
Home In
windshield,
sawdust and chips. Call
rent. $195 month plus ber. While processing 5000 miles. Call 753-3134 provemnt, 17 years for free estimates. Bob
AUCTION
SATURDAY, OCTOSER IS, 1002
these properties, we
deposit.
753-6679.
building
before
5p.m.
Cert-etekee-Derps-kikerfiesis
experience, Kemp 43.5-4343 or Bob
had contact with quite a
10A10 A.M.-RAIN OR SHINE
TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY
few qualified buyers 1912 ATC 110 3- wheeler. remodeling, additions,
PHIL ARCHER AND
concrete work, repairs,
who also expressed an Good condition. Call general
612 N. Market Street
home
main
492-1824.
JOE
FRAZIER, OWNERS
interest in buying. Do
Yeausessits
you know of anyone who 1912 Nonda CM 250 C taince. Call 753-4501.
MAYFIEL
D, KENTUCKY
TUESDAY, OCTOSER 19, 10:00 A.M.
may be thinking of includes helmet and Build and Repair
SALE
LOCATION
From
linayloki Ky Miry 121 Boum,
buying or selling real Honda bike cover, can tobacco barns. Free
TRUCKS
ratietswri ir 3 Mee To The
spodsiza ke Dever
Heetelmartoton
be seen at Overby estimate. Call 435-4347.
estate? 753-1492.
1980 Chevrolet Luv Truck, 4 Cylinder, 4
rest plastic well.
In Phi Aetna,and In Joe'mole toll+ bung Onwes
Lakefront wooded area Honda Murray, Ky. Call
Speed; 1970 Chevrolet, 1/2 Ton, 6
Co. Kerauchy Farmers we decoranurie
lanurip
mull water Nees and
on Kentucky Lake. 753-4092.
WI doss carpets,
Cylinder, 4 Speed (4); 1971 Chevrolet, 1/2
Operallons end we owntaning Paw toscrinery tor a
76 CR ISO, gest condi
-County''
''Callow
.
ay
weer
systems.
windows, abs clean
Oomplete liquidation AA 01 Mg IlarniMer••nlall Cl
Ton, 6 Cylinder, 4 Speed (2); 1972
12 week old Beagle Write or call I.C. Bet- tion $450. Ask for Bob
Ito herm end real nice These wel Moo be a We popes
NW wax bind word
Chevrolet, 1/2 Ton, 6 Cylinder, 4 Speed;
753-6867.
sko,
7319
White
Oak
pups. 753-6491 before
ol 40•Oment mem wane local lermers added is
floors. Satisfacibta
Ave. Hammond, in.
1976 Chevrolet, 1/2 Ton, 6 Cylinder, 3
as.. ao Is. eis be an suction you won't well to meet
2p.m.
46324.Code:
inaranseil.
Speed; 1972 Chevrolet Suburban, 8
kart your calendar how and maid Pane Is to mai ma
AKC German Shepherd 219-845-3321.
initeday,000W ides. al 1000 A M REGARDLESS,
Import Auto
Cylinder, A/T, 1971 Chevrolet, 3/4 Ton, 8
puppies 60 champions,
OF WEATHER is an scion meted snappy auction
SO1-1644476
Salvage, New and used
also guard dogs and
Cylinder, 4 Speed; 1976 Chevrolet, 3/4
neer Is. Myer! or 'THE SELLING MACHINE-.
parts,
rebuilt
engines
Registered Eskimo
4IMMENNMEMPIPM
Ton, 8 Cylinder, 4 Speed; 1977 Chevrolet,
"JAMES m CASH AUCTION SWUetc. Call 474-2325.
Spitz. 502-55/-2153.
M YOU TWAIN
3/4 Ton, 8 Cylinder, 4 Speed; 1974
New set of headers for a
AKC Registered
INC 101111. C&A, TL, 517 Hrs. IS411311 Duels. Trete
Chevrolet, 3/4 Ton, 8 Cylinder, 4 Speed;
small block 350 cubic
Doberman puppies. 759Hyd Du Shea. -tem Omni• itiC 344
Wale
inch chevy engine MO.
1973 Chevrolet Pickup, 8 Cylinder, 4
45/18 or 753-7637.
front Du HO -ReetCleanTwo new glass pack
Speed; 1972 Chevrolet, 1 Ton,8 Cylinder, 4
AKC Registered
mufflers 515 Nick Call
INC taes hale Me Cainains,I NNW Or 11113 Noe,
Speed; 1973 Chevrolet Platform, 1 Ton, 8
Chinese Pug puppies.
4421111 man1121111M
753-6300.
Oallelle*OM Pia"
753-7438.
Cylinder, 4 Speed; 1976 Ford Platform, 1
Ideal Retirement
JO 216 Pigeons 1.eus war • tic so Corn Wait
MIS PSI WIT MO MU
Duane's
Place
-Used
For sole. English Setter
Ton, 8 Cylinder; 1967 Ford F-600 Plathome. Three
Volkswagon parts, tune*LIMNSSAM Of MINIM
Puppies. Winning
form, 2 Ton, 8 Cylinder, 4 Speed (2); 1971
up, break jobs, rebuilt
114C 475.l5 Hyd Fold Oisc. 1.1he Nee" • Suilittep
bloodlittes, 8 weeks old. bedrooms, very
•1121111T11 1ST MY P10111POS
motors. 435-4272.
•iliso Darien Tins Guaymas.'law Newt- • LAMy
Dodge D-700 Platform,2 Ton,8 Cylinder,5
neat and close to a
437-4#1.
Pies Idestyanhondelsosbialyanes
era. 151-, "Nice- • INC 5004 flow Man* wriar.
Speed, 1976 Dodge W-200 Crewcab, 8
Shopping Center.
bode ants End Triennial. "Um'• 1114C 6•10 Sane
Cylinder, A/T; 1973 Chevrolet Suburban,8
Plow. 'Omar *3 PI 5 Newry Gallo • Grevey-FM
Centen tar Sweet Ligld and bright
1967 Ford Mustang, 289
Oren Wagon • lusum 11 *Neel One • anthem II
Cylinder, A/T; 1968 Ford F-600 Dump, 8
and well insulated.
potatoes for sale. 1/2
engine, AM-FM Cass
The 3 Pi Chisel Pim • fiiihn 103 GO Sakes Tanks
Cylinder, 4 Speed; 1975 Dodge D-100, 1/2
Owner leaving
mile off Highway 94 at
ette. Best Offer, 753-2862
aroPurep end C.entrole • Iliarrah 44r Mamma
Pilot Oak. Charles
after 6 PM.
Ton, 6 Cylinder, 4 Speed (2), ler
town. Call KOPOrem hoar • Jai Fla STr Transom+ Oren Aug
21wIlayle4*Rawspaby
Singleton, 376-5155.
RAJIV OR
Chevrolet, 1/2 Ton, 6 Cylinder, 3 Speed;
1967 Olds Cutlets, good
PERUD REALPHIL ARCHINS. OWNER
Hurley
'n
LIlIEs
Sondunint
hose
commissioned Starks
motor, three nearly new
1970 Chevrolet, 3/4 Ton, 8 Cylinder, 4
TY, 753-1222 or an
LATE RVIIIINGS pm M74713
41.
Bros. Auction Co to hold auction of their entire
15 Inch Pr?* atan metre
personal 'n real property This is o collection of link
Speed (2); 1971 Chevrolet, 3/4 Ton, 8
appointment.
Com 1070 Pr Shia soCILA. Ciu Hyd 15445 Owls.
bookcase bunk beds and
quoitty 'n saionory of Morns The consents are clean.
Cylinder, 4 Speed; 1972 Dodge, 3/4 Ton, 8
"ice' • J MHO auttlu 0101 10141 lam eirJ D 1441
maple desk. Call 753nice, good 'n sorre ale now Lofted bobs, will boor*
Wader."las Nov" •*sew F On Camiene.CAA
a partial Net - they here mowed to Lake Pleven, so
Cylinder, 4 Speed; 1966 Ford F-350 Plat3293 after 5 PM.
seerys=111 be tor sale
end F!,..4.30-A Com Head, Good"• New Hsaind
form, 1 Ton, 8 Cylinder, 4 Speed; 1976
1969 MGC GT needs
461.7 Mower AA* Nov • Haman lose moms
WATS WILL 11111 AT 111111 P.M.
3 acres for sale Prime interior and brake
REAL ESTATE: Lot 75.100. woo, boos horny, has
Dodge Ramcharger,8 Cylinder, A/T; 1977
Sew. Noe • riediower 16' Nock Trallsr. "Moe'•
commerical location work. 7534558. 1011
wen cceport, 2 lot 3) SR. nio• kit obootino atom OR.
2000W 3Pt Sway Pig &Pump.-We" ~We 3754
Chevrolet Blazer, 8 Cylinder, A/T; 1976
within the city limits of Payne St.
lot. LA, 5, AK.. This henw is in poor cond 'n would
Roo Denart Tine CiAsralor law Nee • Poly 1000
be warm
Murray on hwy 641
condonable for Your *on* Clow to
Ford F-250, 3/4 Ton, 8 Cylinder, 4 Speed,
ON Tank 'Mos • A C 4100-4 Row'No-T111- Pianist.
shopping WM, town/
North. $50,000 and ow- 1974 Chrysler Imperial.
1977 Chevrolet, 1/2 Ton, 6 Cylinder, 3
Gear'• AC 5416 Sem-Plow lace- • 1411111.401PORIONAL MIMS
ner financing is availa- Power windows and
kind 2e1 Toro Bier • He.
Frig IS risfrig., heavy-due, washer 'n dr/per a Ws oldt
Speed.
locki, tilt wheel, cruise
ticeand Hay Rile •
Fiaer party yard
ble. KOPPERUD
nice maple HUN 'n I choirs, 2 maple cover rediers,
AC ii flyd iced Dec w1ABW Honor • JO 14E7
control, good condition
AUTOMOBILES
REALTY
enapia and tables keel nicsk aster re;2 pc. LA now.
753-1222.
Whew Ore • J 0 ff 3 P1 Slade •3 Pt Hey ran.
mid
auk
$400. Call after 5p.m.,
maple SR euitsc bed L.Aes4,dwelt; dame.
1975 Ford Maverick, 6 Cylinder, A/T;
Port Hey Reck • Roismd Sies Feeders• Hog FeedAttractive two bedroom 753-1814.
Friday
Peggy
1300
era • Sayan.Claes • Transport 576 OrsortAirow
1975 Chevrolet Malibu, 8 Cylinder, A/T;
home with wall to wall
OR suite, bed (complete),
, nit* Frond, vonify n
carpeting, fireplace, 1974 Ford Pinto,
Asa Driva.
bench. Limo cedar chest, D P1400 totals 'n 6 choirs.
1976 Ford Torino, 8 Cylinder, A/T; 1977
JOE MANOR. MINIM
streight
shift,
needs
Duncan corner chino cab (unusual), err ter 6 APO*
new roof in 1978, plus
LAM evennoststat snare
Chevrolet Malibu, 8 Cylinder, A/T; 1974
some work, good tires,
Nossorn (Theodue 1-kwacincll wieirtre Pcs, Stem
one.
half
acre
lot.
,
.11111111M1111111111111116,
MM. Call 436-25.0 after
bseuroluI piaftis, pink Capriaelon, enticing bouts Wart
ALISO IMILLMOn
Plymouth Valiant, 6 Cylinder, A/T; 1976
Located two miles East
floor tarry Imarble bee* Blow Duck glow (Terwara.
INC 1056 CIA TA. Du HO NO lint mace • SIC
5 PM.
Ford Maverick,6 Cylinder, A/T.
of Murray and Priced at
pictures 'n horses,idol
926
a=
TA,
1200
glassware
oug
set,
berry
fin
,
Vat
521,900. Call KOP- 1971 Mercury Monticoo.
MISCELLANEOUS
SIERT JOHNSON, ANNA
Linens, mirrors; sets of lamps, sillserware. carried
PERUD REALTY, 753- Green, automatic,
1972 Calument Coach Trailer, Van
ri household cleaning awn& pots 'n eons. arc
cylinder. 762-2136.
MINS: SRNS, Cask CiseNNW• Masi _hp
1222.
Type,8' X 12'(6). Various other items.
Reel Esker., 20% down+ doe, of seta, cosh bad
peariad Peale MR)IDICIPTIOINII SANE LITTON'
For sale 1 Y3 acres and 1975 El Camino extra
iskisod Personal, cash er chedi *INN orciaar (Dl Net
Ale A NW QUARANTINING PAYININT OP
TIN& Calk creise. Cieek, Eimgeopy et Penned Osseb
Friday 9
4
responsible fie occidsres Sae
well, septic, and tiler - sharp. Power steering
.d by
ONIOMSProrellannomplisopensil
etargeekd by•Beg leiter erikowimoy.
tricity, near Alm°. $4000 brakes. Call 753-0541.
•
1111e1C111111___WiMeg. OdderII, lost 740 •-•. 11••••6
1976 Ford Torino 1
firm. 1-442-67441.
Useirmd lesesed
UN* boys Atter*,
3:311 p.m,CUT.ter_ollie
direcoMes I.seidise cso
Owner
gopd running
Chwias. WAND
If you've been hunting
Pest 11/3-31311
Ad USW Ileentlese, isievieor ems cede 901-442-2112.
shoos, togs, for.
Arwatoteews
for a small home and a condition. $2000 434
TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY
five acre tract, we have 2253.
ahem
taps, add
SURPLUS PROPERTY SECTION
found it for you Nice 1976 Plymouth Volare
Paola Soft
Iled Swum bider
NW sods.
1122-304
633 CHESTNUT STREET
W. will snwe ihEs wore" ,
trees and (preen spot Wagon, 47,01111 miles, 6
/10 P6131 to "15 by
Nola Troller PGA,
making an appoononiono ■01111ar
CHATTANOOGA,TENNESSEE 37401
map Any annment•
Priced right at $17,000 cylinder, air, power
~Ms mode day of sale lobe anandance
Hwy 121 Nara.
ewe' calmed
Call KOPPERUD steering, automatic,
TELEPHONE 615-751-2001
inane,
REALTY 753-1222
MN Call 753-5210

•01t6ANS•

CARP?"' c

CMIII

43. Real Estate

Steads-Makes

1 979 Chris
Cr
f
11e
2si
dasr
p .•iew
T inies,

34. Housesfor Rent

leaded with 'pelisse. laclides
rodent, ley hours
as engine bssr
meter.

CONRAD'S

Pines & 9rijass

Efir4,7'- 411L1

D.Exterminating
iomoom.ammw
;
1o
I MURDER

HITCHING POST
GIFT SHOP

901.

-Strout
Realty

27. Mobile Home Sales

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control

sal

ION
PROSIMIN?
seed

Ilostecky

•

ANNUAL SALE

=tow"Vria.•

AIN

Stoftwida discount

24. Miscellaneous

N.Mobile Home Rentals

30%

STORE HOURS: 10-S Weekdays
12-5 Sunday. Clotad Mocoday.

O.Motorcycles

474-2266

53. Services Offered

FARM AUCTION

1111

KELM

We

'OYSTER
IICCALPN
11111.3

Auto Services

753-3317

WALLIS DRUG

qtesatirTIONS
•ssornit

R. Used Cars

N.Produce

AUCTION

SATURDAY, OMER 16, 1•A.M.
'sums

Pubiic Saie

YARD
SALE

44. Lotsfor Sale

Therm*

3-PARTY
YHA SALE

=t

till

MC11111CIIIHRY

PULA MIES SEAL EVIAN MCMICS.

4,

JAMES R. CASH
4
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Murray-Calloway County Hospital newborn admissions, dismissals listed
Census at MurrayCalloway County
Eldipital for Friday, Oct.
I, was 152 adults and six
In nursery.
A newborn admission
was Laura Lee and baby
girl, 106 South 12th St.
Dismissals were as
follows:
Michael Ruddle, 506
South sixth St.; Pamela
S. Scales, 1104 Depot St.,
Paris, Tenn.; Linda Higgins and baby girl, Rt. 3;
Kathryn Gray Williams
and baby girl, Hardin;
Masa L. Stark and baby
girl, Rt. 2; Penny Lee
Aiken and baby boy, Rt.
5, Benton.
Jeffrey Campbell, Rt.
7, Marion; Verna E. Montgomery, Rt. 1; Lisa D.

Culver, Rt. 1, Batton;
Hernia Bridges, IN Pine
St.; Derrick A. Blankenship, at 1, Purysar,
Tenn.; Justine L.
McKnight,at. 5.
Ruby Lorene Hicks, Rt.
6; Anthony D. Clinton,Rt.
1, Almo; Lloyd A. Cooper,
Rt. 5; William Carl
Castile, Calloway
Avenue; Harold W.Moss,
Rt. 7; Mary F. Briggs,
Rt. 2, Dover, Tenn.; Eva
M.Smith,Ftt. 1, Kirkaey.
Dorothy M. Crouch, Rt.
I; Mary F. Martin, 412
Park Ave., Fulton; Oils
P. Parker, Rt. 5; Pauline
E. Carrell, Rt. 7,
Mayfield; Sallie Ann
Spiceland, Rt. 4; Gingles
L. Barnes, 1811 Wiswell
Rd.

THE ACES®

Akio M. Spann, Rt. 4;
Charles H. Irvin, Rt. 1,
Easel; Nellis 0. Jokier,
314 South 10th St.;
Frances P. Harnbuckle,
1517 Dudley Dr.; Jessie
L Gupton, Almo; Treys
Moffitt, Rt. 1,Sedalia.
Census at MurrayCalloway County
Hospital for Saturday,
Oct. 9, was 142 adults and
six in nursery.
A newborn admission
was Debra Goodman and
baby girl, Rt. 4.
Dismissals were as

IA St
Complete
No
ea/
Stere hem Siessistie
giess. We fit stem
widows, eters ad screams
sad ast Pm eke lips
slivers ind wisews.
We she repair sed ream
pale deer pas.

•Pea snail
'Centrists grovel
*Septic tank rock
'Send
Walked Seed mil peal
leeseed la Aloe,Ky
751-1616
753-6277

753-011111 sr
733.77"
116 CaMereter RI.

Keebler Zest°

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

"Low Overhead Means Low Prices"

Hours:7AM-8PM

Lb. Box

11
0
4

Flav-O-Rich

Rictex

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
111
ArC3r

000mEn

MILES
provide for the children's
&sure education, o life-stort nest
egg — even a notionolly known
youth activines progrorn We're
good ot helping you and your
children plan for the future

JIM D. CRICK
11. 2, BOX 144A
MURRAY, KY.
NONE PHONE:
489-2312
OFFICE:
153-4377

MIN IF TIE mo
lIff HINMAN SOCIETY
HOME OFFICE:OMAHA,NEBRASKA
The FAMILYFRATERNITY••

Gal.

Luncheon

12 Oz.

,56Mashed

4".
42 Oz. Can
,Y,4 Awl
Tt

Mottons Plain or iodized
Table Salt

Save

Mix

2/$1

Cottage

Amain

Vienna

16'854 Oz.4
$1
/

5-a.Bag

mon-Flake*
cat

69

ISA
--mb Save 30'

13 Oz. U7

Save 24"
Sausage 5 Oz.

2/98
lck7,18
-

Lynn Grove
Grade'A'Large
I

Eggs

180z.

Cheese
Save 20'
Slices

Sa28'
ve
SteWw/beef

A9

160z
8Bottle
4j7 Carton '
Plus Deposit"'
OrBottles .
Save 60c
NN

ea,

Save 10' 79C
2Env. Pkg. II

89

Reg. 2.77Save 1.08
Dry Idea Roll-On 1.5 Oz.

$69
1

Anti-Perspirant

10 Oz.

79

80z.69

pi 4

Fresh Lean
Family Pock 3lbs. or more

Ground Beef

$709

Field's Pro-Leaguer

Wieners

Steak
$339

Frosty Seas

Bologna

12 oz. pkg.9

$139
1 Lb. Pkg.

Lean Meaty Boston Butt

Pork RoastLb.$1 39

ellow Ripe

ananas

3Lb.

$1
1

allow Delicous, Red Delicous or Johnothon

....3Lb. Bog 99

Fresh Pork

Leon Tender

Reelfoot No. 1 Sliced

Spare

Pork

Bacon

Ribs

Steak

I1
$29

uby Red
Le
$1
6 Oz. Bog 5/

3

Field's Sliced

9C

Lb.

Fish Sticks
PRODUCE

Lb.

LI.S.D.A. Choice

T-Bone

Broccoli pears ....8Oz.

reo-

Mello Yello

Instant Hair Cond....

Frosty Acres

eras Yellow
•
1
1

139

Tab,Sprite

120:.

Frosty Whip

Radishes

35,oif Lchoi #

Coca Cola,

1111Ltionfallflfh/11=1 MI11117.1

pples

99`

VOVII111111V„

Welk Balsam 8 Oz. R"'1'68Save 79
'

Topping

24 Oz.

Coconut save 40' —14 Oz.

Soup Mix

•• •

$1 29

csz•

for-- Liquid
C
o ye sri
10'
linu Lipton Onion

Strawberries

19

720:.

Veg

Bakers Angel Flake

Dishwashing Save 30'

'71

$7
11

.Ipst Rite

ivory

0..6

Save SO`

Country Singles

1/1

1,/

-

Butter

Post
Toasties

12 Oz.

;:lserit Anima/
Save 14'

lett Ira'
UNKEACNID
BINCIIIII RON

n;Save 20c

Peanut

behest

Crackers

Gold Medal
I( Plain or S.R.

Hyde Pot*

Save 23'
26 Oz. 401

Save 20'

Save 46'
16 Oz.

Jiffy Corn Muffin

Tif\

SHORTEN'

1 With $10.00 Additional Purchase
Excluding Tobacco & Dairy Products
Drinks on

Flour

Frwrch's Big Tate

Z---- Potatoes
ft'uve 1°r....

Cheese

$1 29

Save 30'

S
li 7Meat

1

99C

Armour Trott

Frosty Acres Sliced

753-2617
641 S. Murray

Save 38'

Buttermilk

4Shortening,
3
t4.6r-f

29

Start Your Casual Elegance
China Collection Today

/4111

1980 Pontiac Pheonix

Me*

We Gladly Accept Food Stamps

We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities

ig

4 dr., 2 Tone, Paint-Blue & Beige, Blue Cloth
Interior, P.S., P.B., Air, AM FM Radio, Rear
Defogger.

Saltine
Crackers

SUPER MARKET

41 I

mew

Donnie G. Hargrave, Rt..
Roger Dale Warren, Acre Miller, ND College
1, Dexter; %mom N. RI.?, Mapfleid; Mh1.E Terrace; Bernadine
Wood, at 1, Hardin;
liazal; Cary J • Adana., 4112 Ellis; Carl
Ynenta R. W
Rose 214 South 12th St. _Arterberry. Rt. 3.

BOBBY WOLFF

"We are restless because
NORTH
15.12-ii
•J 1052
of incessant change, but we
•1002
woaki) be frightened it
553
change were stopped." 4J
love
Lyman L. Bryson.
wEsT
EAST
•103 4
•AQI713
In a letter we received w 8 6 5
•4
•7
recently, George Leiner of•64 3
A 7632
Larchmont, N.Y. pointed K Q 4
SOUTH
out that one of our columns
•
described a hand strikingly
VAEQ73
similar to one that was
•AIIIV11111
played by his partner in
45
;1938. It wasn't of course,
• but it was very close. How Vulnerable: North-Sout.
little the important thinp Dealer: East. The bidding:
• have changed since 1938!
East South West North
Leiner's hand is shown.
65
Dbl
All
f- The hand was described 146
Pass
:in a column of that day,
._-"Winning Contract Bridge,"
:by the Four Aces(Burnstine, Opening lead: Club king
-Jacoby, Maier and Schenk:en).
one round of hearts before
. South ruffed the second
trump in case all five heal
-club and drew trumps and and four
trump are in U
later lost a trick to the heart same hand; nothing to lot
jack, losing the slam as and remotely possible."
well.
The years bring chang
The analysis pointed that but not as much as we migl
some cheap insurance was believe.
available if declarer had
played one round of trumps
Bid with The Aces
and two rounds of hearts.
Had both opponents fol- South holds: 10-13-B
lowed to the hearts, the
B AC/8753
slam is cold. But, if either
•4
defender had only one heart
•7
and only one trump as well,
•A7632
declarer can ruff a heart
safely in dummy.
In the actual layout, the North South
I*
suggested line of play would 1*
have won and it was further
noted that had either
defender ruffed a second ANSWER:Four no trumi
high heart, the hand was Slam in clubs should be a
excellent bet if opener ha
unmakable anyway.
Having had some 44 years at least one ace.
to think about this gem,
Leiner has some second Send bridge questions to The Ms
P0 Hoz 11353, Dallas, Tern 7121
thoughts about the best write self
-addressed, stamped dive*
play. Today, he says, "Play for reply.

os ways

Coldwater Rd.; Kenneth
follows:
Brenda E. Collins and R. Wall, Rt. 3, Paris,
baby glrl, 1307 Peggy Am Tenn.; Amber R.
Dr.; ands Breedlove, RL English, Rt. 4, Benton.
4, Mayfield; Loam C.
Robinem, Rt. 2, Paris,
Tenn.; Thelma
Fir taterinetisn
Hargrove, Rt. 1, Dexter.
legarding
Steve Bailey, Rt. 2;
Robert E. Parrish, Rt. 1,
Electrofysi,_,
Dexter; Kellie Jo
(Permanent
Williams, Rt. 5; Paula S.
Removal
of Nair)
Batelle', Rt. 2, Benton;
Coll
Alma Jo Mathis, 201
South Third St.; Corwin
753-8856
Joseph Edmison, 406 Jefferson, Fulton.
Margaret Tharpe, 2205

•

ri

Lb.

$159
i

$14
12 oz. pkg.

U.S.D.A. Choice Boneless
Sirloin Tip
Lb. $20?

